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The Black Cat

Home 0( the Murray Whalens Scene Of
Unusual Event On Christmas Night

J. N. Southard, overseer of the ' Executive Councillor Percy T.
poor, who arranged the successful Clarke of Ellsworth, a practicing
Christmas observance at the Alms- 1 lawyer 28 years and former Han
To Mr. and Mrs. Earle M. Butler the wedding date of each couple
house makes gTateful acknowledg
cock county attorney has become
of Union was given the unusual in silver figures.
ment fcr the following favors:
Toast® were followed by a deli
Rev. Dr. Guy Wilson, with gifts the fifth announced candidate for
pleasure of celebrating their sil
cious
luncheon of chicken patties,
from the Baraca Class of the Meth- 1 Attorney Oeneral—a post to be
[EDITORIAL]
ver wedding anniversary with Mrs.
Christmas star salad, potato chips,
filled by the Legislature Jan 1.
odist Church.
Butler's two sisters and one of relishes, coffee, grape sherbet and
Methebesec Club, candy bags and | Attorney General Franz U. Bur
PRISON CAMP INSPIRATION
her brothers, who were also cele wedding cake. Between courses,
kett
of
Portland,
seeking
a
third
fruit.
P. G. Wodehouse, the British author and humorist, whose
brating their wedding anniver beautiful gifts of silver, china,
Mrs. Wm. Ellingwood and clerks ! term, and State ftepresentat've
writings are familiar to readers of the Saturday Evening Post
saries flve years apart. This event crystal and pleasing gifts of tin
Frank I. Cowan of Portland and
at the Post Office, turkeys.
and other magazines, ls writing a book while confined in a
took place Christmas night in were opened and admired. A poem
Perry's Market, fruit, candy, nuts, ] Frank A. Tirrell, Jr, of Rockland
German prison camp. We shall soon know Just how far hls
the candlelighted home of Murray composed by Mrs, Edna Nash of
and James B. Perkins, Jr, of
etc.
humor extends.
T. Whalen, Center street.
Ralph P. Conant, stockings and ' Boothbay Harbor are the other
Warren was read as the wedding
Mrs. Whalen and Mrs. Ronald cake was cut. This was followed
neckties.
candidates.
R. Messer of Warren were hostess by humorous verses both reminis
THE HOLIDAY'S BLACK PAGE
House-Sherman, Inc, large elec- [ Clarke, is concluding his second
es, and It was their china and tin cent and prophetic, which were
trie iron.
two-year term as Councillor from
The casualty list in connection with the Nation's Christ
anniversaries respectively.
The prepared by the guests and which
(By The Roving Reporter)
Miss Helen Corbett, plum pud the Fourth District.
mas observance sounds more like a war communique than it
fourth couple was Mr. and Mrs. set the company into merry spirit.
ding.
does for a period suggestive of "Peace on Earth.” At least
William J. Robbins of Union, who
A surprise came for Mr. Whalen
Browne Club, First Baptist
“A man convinced against his When the afternoon performances
421 persons died by violence or in auto accidents, during
were observing thelr crystal wed when a plate bearing individual
Church, basket of fruit, nuts and
will Ls of tlie same opinion still." began at 2 c'clock many customers
Christmas Eve or on Christmas Day, and a total of 678 lost
ding. Mrs. Robbins, Mrs. Butler chocolate cakes honoring his
candy.
L. P. Evans, editor of the Piscata arrived at Intervals for half an
their lives during the three-day Christmas weekend. Looking
and Mrs. Whalen are sisters and birthday anniversary was brought
H. H. Crie & Co, colored light
Maine Bankers Discuss
quis Observer offers by way of re hour later, and I thought I could
forward with joy and anticipation to the holiday pleasures ln
Mr. Messer a brother.
Into the scene while “happy birth
bulbs.
Problems and Appoint a
buttal the following communica understand that because they per
store how little we can tell as to how they will result. What a
The four couples were seated at day’’ was sung. He was showered
E. B. Crockett, 5 & 10, tree deco
tion:
Committee
haps had a late Sunday dinner.
pity that a period of rejoicing should be transformed into an
a table which was beautiful with with gifts. Music, conversation
rations and table clocks.
Mrs. Brown’s article on 'coon' But the same practice is followed
endless period of grief.
a lace tablecloth, silver and spark and bowling rounded out the happy
Flint's Market, fancy cookies
A program for financing national
cats was interesting but did not now that the Sunday afternoon
and crackers.
ling crystal. Favors were slices evening.
defense Industries in Maine was
disprove my belief that the 'coon' showings begin an hour later. Per
PREDICTING
EARTHQUAKES
Woolwortli, 5 & 10, candy.
of wedding cake daintily wrapped
Mr. Butler owns a garage in should be eliminated as that ani
discussed when a group of repre
haps somebody can explain that.
Miss Cora Perry, cash.
in red and silver. . Four red Union, Mr. Messer a garage In
sentatives from leading Maine banks
Edgar C. Thrupp, member of the Engineering Institute
mal has no part in propagating
Jack Green, pop com and peanut met at the Augusta House Thurs
candles were lighted. Crossed un Rockland, Mr. Robbins has charge the long-haired cat, although I
of Canada, who said that 1840 and 1841 would be the worst
Did you know that humming birds
brittle.
der the wedding cakes on which of the canning factory In Union, haven't the data to prove it, except
day.
earthquake years of the Twentieth Century, comes newly
are hitch-hikers, and that when
Maine Fruit Company, oranges
a miniature bride and groom ap and Mr. Whalen has been employed that long-haired kittens are born they go 8outh ln the Fall it Is on
Frank L. Converse, vice president
under the spotlight by virtue of the recent temblors. His
and apples.
peared to walk on a path of roses, by the Central Maine Power Co. when the mother could not have the backs of larger flight birds?
of the Merchants' National Bank of
predictions may be only "guesses," like the almanac weather,
Naum & Adams, nuts and candy. Boston and a member of the Na
were white satin ribbons bearing for 20 years .
but you may read for what it is worth (hoping he is wrong)
If you are skeptical as to this state
mated with a coon.
Pepsi-Cola, case of beverage.
tional Defense Loans Committee of
the following outlook for 1841:
"Some 40 years ago I was given ment you are free to argue lt out
Glendenning’s Market, cranberry the American Bankers' Association
January 20 to February 10—Very severe quakes.
a beautiful long-haired kitten, al I with a Vlnalhaven citizen—Newsauce.
spoke to the group, urging "that the
March 20 to April 5—Destructive quakes of medium
most pure white. In due time she bold by name -who is temporarily
bankers grant every consideration
severity.
was to have kittens and my wife a member of the Discussion Club
Maurice Shepherd and Herbert to all applications for defense loans,
May 10 to May 20—Moderate quakes.
Dedication Service Held
thought so much of her that she in the Thorndike Hotel lobby.
Poland left for Mitchel Field. L. I, whether or not they may be securd
June 25 to July 20—Destructive quakes similar to those of
prepared a box for the occasion
At
Restored
Historic
N. Y„ Thursday after passing the by an assignment of government
March, April.
The
kitten had a special liking for
Why are frost fish given that
House In Waldoboro .
Christmas holidaj' with thelr par contracts for emergency plant fa
August 20 to September 10—Very severe quakes.
me and on the eventful day came to name? I am propounding that
ents. At present they are working cilities or supplies ’’
An impressive service was con
October 22 to November 7—Severe quakes.
me as I was eating my dinner and ! query at the request of Nilo Spear,
at ‘‘teletype,'' which proves to be
He added, "Banks are well sup
ducted at the funeral home of James
December 15 to January 10, 1842—Very severe quakes.
showed so much anxiety for me to who has a pretty thorough famlUvery interesting as they progress. plied with funds for all credit re
A. Waltz in Waldoboro when it was
leave the table that I did so and | arity with hunting and fishing
They leave best New Year wishes quirements and purveyors of war
thrown open to the public Sunday
followed her to the box in the shed topics. He knows what frost fish
THE PUBLIC RESPONDED
and regret not having seen more materials to the federal govern
afternoon. The historic Rawson
chamber. She got Into it and I are, but doesn't know why they are
friends during their short leave.
The kindness shown to the unfortunates at the City
ment are urged to discuss their
house so closely identified with the
stayed by her until a kitten was called such. Page Ed. Dornan or
Almshouse was thoroughly characteristic of Rockland citizens'
needs with their local banks."
early history of Waldoboro was
bom after which she was content Art McDonald.
The Auto Registration office will
kindness when the occasion requires it, and the response
Ellis G. Hult, assistant cashier of
bought and has been restored by
to let me go. I do not recall what
be open this afternoon.
which is unfailingly made when a genuine and official appeal
the Federal Reserve Bank of Bos
Pansy blossom and Lady's Delight,
Mr. Waltz. Without altering the
the kittens were as to hair. This
ls made through the columns of The Courier-Gazette. We
ton, stresesd the importance of the
early architecture of the residence
is not to prolong a discussion but survivors of snow and sub-zero
do not believe that a more thoughtful or sympathetic com
listing of small Maine factories on
weather, found their way to The
the large rooms formed once more
to free my mind.”
ANNOUNCEMENT
munity is to be found anywhere, and we are proud of it.
Black Cat's corner this morning
the Army and Navy invitation bid
the beautiful setitng of the early I
The Dental Office of
list. The Federal Reserve Board has
days. Before being bought by Mr.
Writes Albert T Gould of Marble They were picked today by Ber
DR. DANA S. NEWMAN sent through the Federal Reserv;
THE MAILMAN KNOWS
nice. young daughter of Arthur
Waltz, the house had been ln pos
head. Mass :
WILL BE CLOSED
Bank in each district to all banks
“I have missed the home paper Smith of tlie Central Fire Station.
session of the Rawson family. Built
Tlie Rockland Post Offlce statistics, published in Thurs
FROM JAN. 3, TO ABOUT FEB. 1 the forms to be completed by those
by Horace Rawson about 1820 it
a lot during the relatively short
156-157
day's issue, proved a revelation to some persons who chose to
One year ago: Generous friends
businesses interested, he said. He
time that I have been without it,
came into possession of his son who
believe that the Christmas season was not “up to snuff" this
added the various forms and
and am glad to ‘sign on' for another made passible a merry Christmas
was one of the early ship builders of
year. The spirit of Yuletide still lives.
pamphlets pertaining to national
voyage with you so that I may keep for the inmates of the Almshouse.
Waldoboro. It was sold by the
posted on the news from my o’d —Rev Fr. James A. Flynn died,
grandson of Mr. Rawson to Mr.
EXTRA! EXTRA! EXTRA! defense will be available at thc Fed
Arthur T. Risteen of Thomaston, home." Mr. Gould, prominent In after a short Illness, aged 68 yean—
ton
Clark,
Carroll
Merrill,
William
eral Reserve Bank of Boston.
Waltz this year.
Yes, Extra is the word.
A. Brewster, Lloyd Jameson, La
A committee was appointed to
There could be no more fitting Radioman First Class of Unit 10 the legal profession of the Bay Tiie Sprague building on Limerock
Why not have Extra Outlets
street, occupied by Drs Popplestone
ment Roberts and Edgar Richard- setting for a funeral home than this of the Naval Communications Re State, is a former Thomaston boy.
wired in convenient places for co-ordinate the efforts of all banks
Recognized
By
Colored
and Jameson and the Ballard
serve
has
been
called
to
active
duty
in
Maine
Among
Its
members
are
house
with
its
spacious
rooms,
the
the extra electrical appliances
15-years, the pins a blue cen
Do people like to be late at the School was gutted by fire.—Con
Pins Presented To Central | sen,
that you received on this extra Leon A. Dodge, president First Na
whole lower floor having been util and will report to the commanding
ter and green rim; Miss Doris Syl
Merry Christmas Season.
tional Bank, Damariscotta; and II.
ized for this purpose. There is a officer at Norfolk, Virginia, Dec motion pictures? 1 am almost gressman Brewster addressed the
Maine Employes
vester, Mrs. Beulah Ames, Irving
Nelson McDougall, president Na
chapel, private family room and 29. Risteen has been ln the Com lorced to this conclusion by what Rockland Lions Club.—Mrs. Eph
Central Maine Power Co. em Small, Clark Staples, Louis Cash, display room all furnished with ex munications Reserve Unit in Rock has happened since the local the raim Aho. died in Thomaston, aged
BILL DEAN
tional Bank of Commerce, Portland.
Electrical Wiring
Wilbur J. Strong, Gordon Tait,
The meeting was attended by Ho ployes of the Rockland Branch on
cellent taste in quiet but appropriate land for the past eight years and atres changed thelr Sunday hours. 84.
27 WARREN ST, ROC KLAND
Eckart Colburn and Earle R. Gow
Tuesday
were
presented
with
pins,
at present is the executive officer
mer E. Robinson, president of the
fittings.
TEL. 1205-W
ell, 10 years, red rim with white
155-156
First National Bank of Rockland. denoting the years of service to the
The dedication service Sunday was of the unit which is commanded by
company. The pins, smaller than center; Mrs. Kathleen Duff, Ed conducted by Revs. Oscar G. Bar Chief Radioman Oscar H. Crie of
a dime, have different co’-irs to rep ward Barnard, Lyford Ames, Percy nard, Harold Nutter and Robert L. Thomaston. He graduated from
Williams, Hilton Ames, Leo Crook
resent the periods of time.
Team No. 1 Carried Off
Sheaf, with Mrs. Gladys Grant at Thomaston High School and has
Production Credit Ass’n
Tlie recipients were Milton V. er, Danford Adams, Lawrence the organ. The assembly joined in been an electrician at the Lawrence
the Honors At Yesterday’s
To
Have
Annual
Meeting;
Rollins, Orrin E. Pinkham, Eaile Leach, Franz Butler, Elmer E. the responses and singing. Im Portland Company for the past
Rotary Meeting
A
Waldoboro
Director
Joyce
and
Clifford
Achom,
fiveSukeforth, Murray Whalen, Harold
bued with a proper solemnity the several years, Hts family will re
Tolman. Earle MacWilliams, Charles year pins, with blue rim and white hour in the serene atmosphere of main in Thomaston for the present.
Team No. 1 was in fine fettle at
Co-operative credit for farmers
Hare, Floyd Benner, Almon Young, center.
the ancient house will be long re
will celebrate its seventh birthday yesterday's meeting of the Rock
Leon Fickett and Earle Cogan. 20membered. The home of Mr. and
William B, Pelker of North at the annual meeting of stock land Rotary Club, winning the
Joseph F. King, who was injured
year pins, with blue rim and green
Mrs. Waltz on the upper floor of the Anson has been elected to holders of the Auburn production quiz contest and outshining, °r
center; Miss Lucy Bail. Miss Leola in an automobile accident, is able residence was thrown open to the succeed Ralph Hanson in the Rock Credit Association scceduled for rather outsinglng. Team No. 2.
Robinson, Mabel RU.iirds. Clifford to be out after three weeks' con visitors impresing them at once land Junior High School manual Tuesday, Jan. 14 at the Y.MC.A
starts
The "wlnnahs" were Joseph W.
Al.cn, Lucius E. Jones. Soter Vasso. finement to his home on Lake ave with the taste and arrangement of training department. Mr. Hanson building in Auburn, according to Robinson, Horatio C Cowan. Dr.
i
Elmer Kaler, Allan J. Murray, Clay- nue.
the rooms in keeping with the hos goes Jan. 6 to teach in Bangor. Mr. advance notices isued to 294 farm R. L. Stratton, and Elmer B.
pitable setting.
Felker graduated from North An ers in southwestern Maine. Recog Crockett. The members who were
Mr. Waltz, who has had college son High School ln 1833, and at nized as one of the outstanding on the short end of the two con
training in the mortuary sciences tended Gorham Normal School, farmers’ meetings of the season, tests (Team No. 2) were Carl H.
and nearly a score of years experi graduating in 1938 from the Indus the event is expected to draw up Duff, Charles W. Sheldon, Maurice
ence, is rendering a real service to trial Arts Department. He has wards of 175 fanners.
F. Lovejoy and Dr. A. W. Foss.
this vicinity ln establishing this been teaching for the past three
Beginning at 1020 ln thc morn
The quiz-master was Vice Presi
TUESDAY, 11.30 P. M.
community center.
years in the North Anson Junior ing, the program will include re dent Alan F. McAlary, and the
—PRESENTING—
High Schcol manual training and ports on the past year's business score was 19 to 15. The songleader
More than 500 people attended mechanical drawing classes. He by the association's officers, and a was Raymond E. Thurston. In
midnight Mass at St. Bernard's will begin his duties Monday.
summary of the association's his general charge of the program was
Catholic Church Christmas eve.
tory to date. Lunch will be served Judge E. C. Payson. Albert Dodge
with
High Mass was sung by Rev. Fr.
at noon, and in the afternoon the was at the piano.
"College
Student
Night"
will
be
FRED ASTAIRE
PAULETTE GODDARD
James Savage, assisted by Rev. Fr,
The visiting Rotarians yesterday
observed tomorrow night at the principal speaker will be Harlan
ARTIE SHAW AND BAND
John Cummings. Miss Lotte Mc
Methodist Church from 7 to 8 B. Munger, president of the Pro were Rev. Walter S. Rounds of the
Laughlin was the soloist. Decora
The Year’s Miracle Musical Hit
o'clock with speakers from six col duction Credit corporation. Spring- Lowiston-Aubum club and Frank
tions on the altar were beautiful,
E Morrow and Z F. Dwinal of the
leges and universities. Gordon field, Mass.
with evergreen, huge poinsettias
The association provided some Camden club.
Richardson will preside. A special
ADMISSION
and red carnations and lighted
Checks were presented to the
musical program will be provided. $205,000 of short-term credit to its
The complete story of the colorful develop
candles. Especially effective was
40c, Plus Tax, 4c, 44c
members
during
1940,
chiefely
to
waiters
and Mr. Dodge.
ment of the "island bo ts"—the wars and armis
the realistic manger scene depicting
ALL SEATS
grow crops and to purchase live
Read The Courier-Gazette
tices, successes, failures, and rich comedy that
the birth of the Christ Child.
stock, machinery and supplies. It
Mrs Gladys Murphy wishes all
spiced the hectic years now gone—of the sturdy
is run by a group of flve farmer- officers of Edwin Libby Relief Corps
ships and salty men who ran 'em—fully illustrated.
members elected by the stockhold to be present at Orand Arlmy haH
ers. One place on thc board will Sunday at 220 o'clock for the only
OPENING INSTALLMENTS
be filled by election at the meet complete rehearsal before the in
ing, and the person elected will stallation, Jan. 2.
By Special Arrangement
serve for three years, succeeding
Dr. John A. Neww of Auburn,
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
SUNDAY AND MONDAY, DECEMBER 29-30
Just arrived, a full barge load of freshly mined
whose term expires. Present mem
If I had my ltfe to live again I
(revised and enlarged)
bers of the board ln addition to would have made a rule to read eoma
Positively Two Days Only
Famous New River Soft Coal
and Uaten to eome muale at
Dr. Ness, are: William J. Ricker poetry
leaat once a week. The loee at thaaa
by
of
Turner.
Foster
Jameson
of
Waltaatea
la
a loea ot happiness.—Chariee
First and Only Showing in Knox County
SIDNEY L. WINSLOW
dbooro, Robert W. Pike of Cornish Darwin
Screened Nut Size (oil treated) $10 per net ton
LET ME DIVE THANKS
of Vinalhaven
and Robert Boothby of Livermore.

Financing Defense

Waltz Funeral Home

Called To Virginia

Years Of Service

Seventh Birthday

In Quiz And Song

THE FINAL PHASE

“STEAMBOAT DAYS”
SATURDAY, JANUARY 4

GALA MIDNIGHT SHOW
NEW YEAR’S EVE

“SECOND CHORUS”

^.Stranil

“A FAMOUS STEAMBOAT WAR”

NEW RIVER SOn COAL
Lumpy Run of Mine,

See the old steamers once again—
"Ulysses,” "Hercules," "Pioneer,” "Armadis,”
"Viking,” "Electa,” "Forest Queen,” "M. & M.,"
and all the later boats.

FINAL SERIES STARTS SATURDAY, JAN. 4

$9.00 per net ton

“ARIZONA”

JEAN ARTHUR
WILLIAM (Golden Boy) HOLDEN

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
TELEPHONE 487,

ROCKLAND, ME.
156-1

Adapted from Clarence Budington Keilands
Saturday Evening Post Serial

Last Thursday Mrs. Amanda
Choate fell at Grand Army Hall
and cracked one of her knee bones.
It has been Just a year since she
fractured one of her feet.

I do not aak for Beauty; It la there.
I do not aak for Love; that, too. la
mine.
Nor Wealth, nor Youth, nor Lovellneaa,
my prayer
All theae are vibrant ln the great
design.
My prayer la this; let me be turned
to these!
And being turned, let gratitude arise.
Let me not clutch them, but with

thankfleaa heart.

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS

Nor turn away with unresponsive eyea.
Let me give thanks!

—Ry Berths WUliam?

Every-Othcr-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, December 28, 1940

Page Two
The Courier-Gazette One Hand Spared
THREE-TTMES-A-WF.ER

THE
GOOD OLD DAYS

•DOUBLE TROUBLE”

Our Grange Corner

Basketball Battles

The "old boys" were too much for
The Very Human Story
“mere youth" in the game at Cam
When I was a child, I spake as
Of a Finnish War Invalid—
a child, I understood as a child, I
den last night, when the Alumni
OF
The Rehabilitation
thought as a child; but when I
beat the Varsity 29 to 24. Honors
became a man, I put away child
were divided on both teams. The
In the midst of a fragrant pine |
ish things—I Cor. 13; 11.
By
score:
forest
on
the
outskirts
of
Helsinki
• 11
----IREE MEMBER
Alumni 129)
stands a handsome modern build
Pts.
G.
ing, erected by the Finns for the i The appended "memory sketch"
Heal,
lf
....
.
...........
3
7
1
(By K. S. F.)
Olympic sportsmen they were pre- : was sent to Iree Member by someWadsworth, lf ...... 1
1
3
South Hope Grange elected of
paring to entertain at the 1940 one who signed it "Foolem." I
2
Bartlett, rf ............ 1
0
By R. F. W.
fices Wednesday evening as fol
“The Flying Priest Over the Arctic.’
2
games. Today, instead of robust submit it to readers of the Iree
Dearborn, rf.......... 1
0
lows: Master, Arthur J. Clark;
by Paul Schulte.
oi The schedule for the second third
Clark, s ............... 0
0
Member corner Just as received and
young
athletes,
limbless
young
war

overseer. Charles C. Childs; lectur
This is a remarkably engagin'
2]
Falrbrother, c ...... 1
0
make halting
progress thank "Poo’.em" for the contribu
of the season:
er, Dorothy Childs; steward. Earl
human story of exciting adventur riors
Dyer, lg ..................
tion. which I know will be read with 1
0
0
through its corridors.
Upham; assistant steward, Don
in the frozen North where ice. 1
Monday.
Dec.
30
—
Thomaston
vs.
Lord, lg ................. 0
0
0
For this great hall has now much interest. Such contributions i
Soule; Sylvester vs. McKinney. Mc ald Pushaw; chaplain. Laura Hast
ger and isolation are pitted aga'nare welcome. Let us show our ap- 1
Bagley, lg ............. 0
1
1
ings; treasurer, Ernest E. Hastings;
man's urge to survive and to serv* been taken over by the Finnish
Rae vs. High School.
prepreciation for the genercus
Dickens, rg .....
0
0
0
War
Invalid
Committee
as
a
train

secretary, Thomas R. Winston. Jr.;
his fellow men.
Jan.
6
—
McRae
vs.
Sylvester:
High
... 1
1
space allowed us by our good friend ;
3!
Fogg, rg
gatekeeper. Henry Tolman; Ceres,
This territory, of which "The Fly ing srheol fcr ycung men left In
—The Courier-Gazette—by making
7' School vs. Thomaston. McKinney
... 3
1
rg
valided
by
the
wir
of
last
Winter.
Clarion F. Clark; Pomona. Ger
ing Priest” writes in this book ex
vs.
Soule.
this corner bright, cheery and of ;
—
—
trude E. Wellman: Flora, Irene
tends from the eastern shores of Ail k.nds of traci.s are being taught
Jan.
10
—
High
School
vs.
McKin

20
12
5
p.ej. :e these former sol great interest.
Pushaw;
LAB., Agnes Crabtree.
Canada westward to the 102d longi nere
ney; Soule vs. Sylvester. McRae
Fred Smalley. Charles Watts and i
(24)
Member
Ex
Comm, for three years,
tude in mid-Canada. Its southern diers for a new fuutre. In the
others should be able to give us in- ;
Pts. vs. Thomaston.
G.
F.
Harry Pushaw.
boundary runs across the middle cf business training Classes crutches
Jan.
20
—
Sylvester
vs.
Tohmaston;
terestir.g
incidents,
organization
■
Bartlett,
lf
............
0
The Saturday night dances at
Hudson Bay; the northern limit is lean against the desks while type
McKinney vs. McRae. Soule vs.
Starter, lf ...
writers clatter and serious young facts, etc., anent the old Wiley's i
this Grange hall are being weU at
the North Pole.
High
School.
Corner,
Spruce
Head,
Tenant's
I
Milliken, rf
In all this trackless territory of heads bend over bookkeeping ledg
Jan. 27—McRae vs. High School; tended and much is being said reHarbor and St. George‘bands. Iree
Johnson, rf .......... 1
1.650,000 square miles, far north of ers. T hose with mechanical apti
Soule
vs Thomaston. Sylvester Vs. i «ardlnK the flne Quality of the mu
Member has in preparation a
Marriner c
the most northern railroad station tudes work at lathes and saws in sketch of the North Haven band
sic This hall has long been noted
McKinney.
McGrath
lg
in Canada, live about 16.000 persons, the workshops where they are
for its fine dance floor.
Feb.
3
—
Thomaston
vs.
McKinney;
and would like to hear from Joe ! Two on a bike makes cycling more than twice as dangerous. Don’t do It. Rainfrette, lg........ 0
almost equally divided between learning various mechanical trades
Sylvester
vs.
High
School.
Soule
Kittredge
or
seme
other
member
of
Aylward.
rg
whites and Eskimos. These settle and crafts, carpentry, cabinet mak the Vinai Haven band. Bert Rip- i
vs. McRae.
aston; McRae vs. Sylvester, Souie
Pitcher, rg
ments and fur trading outposts are ing, etc. In the class for the fin ley, clarinetist, can tell us about sauce. It was very rich, and, and was and is a good composer
Feb. 10—McKinney vs. MoRae; vs. McKinney.
frequently thousands of miles apart ishing of woodwork are flve men, the Matinicus band and Charles though we were very hungry, our and arranger of piano, band and
12
24 High School vs. Soule, Thomaston
and are the only human habitations. smeared with paints and varnishes. I Bucklin, now living in Thomaston, eyes were bigger than our stomachs orchestra music. But he is having
“One should not expect too
vs. Sylvester.
Referee, Wood.
much
trouble
with
his
eyes
and
it
Two
of
them
have
lost
a
hand
each,
and our appetites were quickly sat
Catholic missionaries, the associ
Feb. 17—Sylvester vs. Soule; much of the office boy. If he were
is
requested
to
send
in
the
names
has been a great hand-cap in his
isfied.
ates of "The Flying Priest.” are three have lost legs. But within of the old Swan's Island Band.
At Newcastle last night Lincoln j Thomaston vs. McRae McKinney smart, perhaps he would be work
Memory takes us on to that work in this line. I truly believe Academy beat the Alumni 32 to 29. vs. High School.
posted at the most important of a few months they will have mast
ing for someone else.’’—The Bet
Iree Member a lot about these
trip
up he has more natural ability in David Hatch starring with 16 points
these settlements. And do their ered their trade sufficiently to be j bands but need more details, names never-to-be-forgotten
Feb. 24—High School vs. Thom- ter Way
Mooselookmeguntlc Lake in a small music than any musician ever born
fine human kindliness in doctoring gin making ,a living at it, and I etc.
and serving those who are in need. other invalds will take their places | Bandmen, pull up your chairs steamboat to Haynes’ Landing and ’ in the vicinity of Rockland. By the
to Uie large camp and specious re- way, who remembers his little powFather Schulte was commissioned in, the school.
by the stove in this comer and send
ception room, the walls decorated er boat that he owned and capThis is all part and parcel of
to this work by Pope Pius XI in a
in your contributions. Let us en
special audience, and for more than Finland's reconstruction program, joy the space allowed us. All are by trophies of the various lucky tained? Why the members of hts
catches, skillfully mounted. Then orchestra, of course, those who were
four years in his airplane he has which includes not only the re ! welcome.
came
Uie return trip by boat and Uie sickest in cossing the bay to
building
of
ruined
and
damaged
swept over the Arctic territory,
rail—O what a change from early the islands. "Thanks be." that I
landing to lend help and loving buildings, but also the rebuilding by "Foolem"
Perhaps you Uiink (and now I morning when we all felt like tak- never madc the trip in that craft,
kindness. God has watched over of broken and maimed bodies. To
What a pleasure it would be to
his efforts with safekeeping love. these men, the War Invalid Com speak to young maidens and some ing the bull by the horns and
Before this work he had been mittee brings new hopes and a who are not below 30) that just throwing tliat bear by the tail have Herbert D Farnham write up
because bandmen wear uniforms "clean" back over that thar moun- tome of his memories, as soon as
with his plane working for human desire to live again.
Iree Member finishes his most InAU the courses are under the di- | and brass buttons, tliat they are tain.
ity in Africa. Through wind and
Now
it
was
night
and
gloom
and
(cresting articles. By the way, the
rection
of
the
finest
master
;
angels
and
you
may
feel
that
divine
gale he carried not bombs and
tears of despair, but bread to the craftsmen in Helsinki, who are ; love that transports ycu very close- depression (not the kind we have band boys still are guessing who
a remarkable
hungry, bringing life and heart to very pleased and proud of the ex- i ly to Heaven; but be not deceived; now, under the New Deal) but Just could have such
a l£ck cf initiative; that kind that memory,
the needy and hope in God's eternal cellent work of their limbless pu- jail ls not gold that glitters.
Well do Iree Member that gay begins to show that there is a
I believe that Allie Dunton and
goodness to mankind. Life is dif pi’s. The teacher in the cabinetone recficult at all times in these outposts making class points with particu- time when the Rockland Band es- limit to what nene, bone and Luther Clark havemade
lar enthusiasm to the progress of corted the Mascns to the train, back *inew can stand. You know just ord that it would be hard toequal,
of civilization.
This book is a revelation of the a young Karelian ex-farmer, nick- ! in the Nineties. Yes, that was in how the old kerosene lamps on Uie for they haveplayed side by side,
primitive ways of some who live named "Terttua. common girl’s the good, old days before prohibi- train lacked tiie "pep and bril- readingfrom thesame solo clarinet
and thrive! The book is well illus name—by his invalid comrades be- ■ tion, when human nature was not liance of the "elekrik’’ light and parts for over 40 years.
(To be continued)
10 miles from the pent up air had lost its kick
trated with photographs of the cause he had had so much girls' j glossed over when
home.
after
being
breathed
over
by
hunnatives and conditions there with blood in him from three transfu
Well, the band did have seme areds cf down-trodden souls slunk- SIMONTON
excellent maps, and brought out in sions, each time from feminine
heavy marches and some of the ing into Uie seats of the smoking
Harper & Brothers excellent style donors.
Robert Marcello was guest Christ
of publication and general fine
Before the war, Terttu had lived members delighted in their lung car. Did those last miles drag? mas at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
make-up.
in territory now ceded to the Se- power and boasted of having "good "I'll say so." Were we happy to Thomas Wade in Camden.
viet Union, Having lost not only j !iP®" and b«lteve you me, they had march our hosts back to the nail,
Miss Catherine Simonton called
is home and fields, but his leg I "K00^ ear-pans and strong also" or go back to our respective homes
Wednesday at the home of her par
into the bargain, he had realized |
a11 wou!d have “busted’ :ike and g0 home for a n*ht's rest?
ents, Mr. and Mrs. R. L. 6imonton.
"Howsumever,’ ' it| “I'll say so.’’
that his fanning days .vere over toy balloons.
Lee and Judson Jamieson are
to have been a survival of the
I now have difficulty in rememNew Sheriff Norman Dyer, so
he had After
decidedonly*
to two°weeks iseems
carpenter"*"
nttest and £ome are llvtn« who berln« on retiring what happened spending the school vacation with
Names 14—Four Are
Completely equipped
1 were not so lusty.
in the fcrenoon of the same day. their aunt in New Gloucester.
»—
in the class, he was building a
Re-appointments
and delivered in
But we arrived in Thomaston by But those were the days never to
Harold Buzzell, who returned last
cupboard—a beautiful piece of
rail
—
I
don
’
t
mean
a
fence-rail,
but
be
forgotten,
or
at
least
to
remain
week
from
the
Marine
Hospital
In
ROCKLAND
Fourteen deputies appointed by work that would have marked ex! Portland, where he underwent a
—_ani bV railroad train and "took-on" the with us the longest.
Sheriff-elect Norman Dyer will be optional pregress even »for
That is the way we old-timers surgical operation, ls progressing
sworn in at the Hancock County able-bodied man.
But Terttu I Thomaston bunch, all of whom
Court House next Tuesday. Four modestly disclaims credit: he had J were good Masons bent on a good had to struggle to get a musical | rapidly toward complete recovery
of them are now serving as depu done some carpentering cn his | time, for it was St John's Day and education. Now the school children and is able to be out.
ties under the present administra farm, with only an ax and knife the sunshine made the day glori- think they work hard for their
Ralph Cripps is confined to his
musical knowledge; but, take it home with a severe leg ailment.
tion, having gained re-appoint- as tools, and here in the school, i! ous.
But, listen—what was that? On. from me, those who study the
ment by the sheriff-elect.
Mr. and Mrs. John Buzzell enter
with such fine tools at hand, the
The 14 are Henry D. Mahon of work went almost automatically. (a new song, "Tiie Bear Came Over hardest, every day in the year, every tained at a family Christmas party
i the Mountain," introduced by the day in the week, as many hours in
Ellsworth, chief deputy; Harold
Wednesday Mr. ar.d Mrs. Ralph
The courses last from two to six
Little. Ellsworth; James Ford, Ells months, depending on each in ! Thomaston boys, and could they the day as the "old bean" will Morton and son Kenneth and How
worth, turnkey; Lee Abbott, Bar dividual’s general state of health, ‘j sing it with fervor and spirit. It stand will learn more in a liletime ard Buzzell.
.
. .
,
was the hit of rhe day and the than one who partly studies one
Harbor; Herbert Staples, Brook- , “
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard York and
a
a 1 Y•
ow.edge, etc. ,vordg ran thus:—"The bear came hour in a day for three weeks.
lin, court crier; John Hopkins.
en le »ien hate finished their
fee mountajn to see what he knocks off study for three months family of Belfast spent last week
Southwest Harbor; Chandler Wil training at the school, a special
see • and the Rocklandites and listens to a radio the rest of end with Mr. and Mrs. Harold
son, Bucksport; Maxwell Leach, employment committee
secures learned those few words quikly his life. Oh, Rangeley trip? That Buzzell.
Castine; Maurice P. Greenlaw, jobs for them. Arrangements have
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morton en
and also the tune, joining the was my outstanding band trip for
Deer Isle; Enos Tracy, Gouldsboro; been made to place as many of
chorus, eagerly, lustily, valiantly. 43 years cf continuous band work tertained Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Mor
Emery L. Jordan, Osborn; Her the men as possible in established
and unvanquished in potentiality (excuse me) I should have said ton and family of Camden Christ
man W. Staples, Swan's Island; business organizations and shops.
Please excuse me, I have rim out■ play, for I believe, counting my mas Day.
George Staples, Penobscot.
Since, however, existing business of adjectives for the moment, but dance work, I have played more
Mrs. Sarah Marcello passed the
Hopkins. Leach, Greenlaw and houses cannot take all the gradu
the day passed socially. When notes than the average,
holiday with her daughter and sonHerman Staples are serving under ates of the school, the War In
voices nearly “croaked" under thc , It is with great pieasure Iree in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Young
FOR THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN
the present administration.
valid Committee is founding some strain, the band filled in, until the Member Herbert D. Farnham, one
in Camden.
Sheriff-Elect Dyer has been for establishments of its own, where
SEE YOUR LOCAL FORD DEALER
bear pushed his nose over thc peak of my very best friends, and if any
Mrs. Everett Jamieson, who has
the last month in Augusta, study hundreds can be kept profitably at
again and the hundreds of voters man ever had a musical soul, he is
been ill at her home for some time,
ing fingerprinting under Lieut. work.
once again 6aiuted him with song, the one. How do I know? Well,
was taken Monday to Caniden Com
Leon P. Shepherd, chief of the
The invalid-students live at the
But many of the boys did not he came to my home once, back in
Division of Criminal Investigation school, with resident nurses and have the urge to sing, and I glory the Nineties and played upon my munity Hospital.
Maine State Police.
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Miller en
doctors in constant attendance. The In their pluck and wisdem super- ‘ old parlor organ, and my heart
War Invalid Committee supplies lative in the time of danger. For and soul responded to his improvi- tertained at a family dinner party
Bubscribe to The Courier-Gazette their clothing. They are served bears, in the absence of firearms sions. Them wuz the daze when Christmas Day. Mrs. Jessie Mil
good, wholesome food, and their seem dangerous.
I knew but three chords on the me- ler. Mr and Mrs. Cecil Annis and
We reached a rough, up-hill' lodeon and when that boy began to family, Mr. and Mrs. Warren Ulmer
rooms, though simply furnished,
are clean and attractive, with country while riding on the narrow play some 7ths that I hadn't heard and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
white beds, steel furniture, wash gauge railroad, up through the before, my ears began to prick up Annis anti family, and Mr. and Mrs
bowls in each room. Every bedside town of Strong to Rangeley, where and I could almost whinny for joy. Mark Dunton.
• Here’s 194 l’s big news for you who put price first
Mrs. Louise Melvin entertained at
table holds a vase of fresh flowers— we had one of the finest feeds in : But I did not wish to show my "ig55 years of memory—thick-meated gorance" and kept silent except to Christmas dinner, Mr. and Mrs. Milgifts
of
distinguished
Finnish
citi

when you choose a car. The new Ford ’’Special” is
FOR
zens who visit the school daily- salmon-trout of the large lake va- ask him for more, which he willing- ton French. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
here! A lower-priced version of the car with the great
bringing flowers and other gifts riety, and “boy" (this slang was ly did, for he was aware that I Melvin. C. E. Harrington, Clifford
to cheer the lads who fought in not coined until a few generations liked it and he know I couldn't do Morton and Joseph Morton.
est inside length—greatest total seating width—great
Wesley Morton was guest Christ
their behalf last Winter. The after, but it fits) my mouth still ‘ it myself. But I still enjoy hls
mas
Day
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Merritt
est glass area of the leading low-price cars. Ford
school's guest book also bears the waters at the memory of that cream playing very much and know that
AND
names of famous Finnish artists, colored meat (fish) with the cream he was one of the finest dance Carver in Lincolnville.
"Special”—a new line of Fords.. .with the same ROOM,
—
clarinet players that ever played
film and stage stars who come to
eats
only
before
the
dancers
of
Rockland
and
The
hippopotamus
entertain the men’s leisure hours. sacrifices were deliberate ar.d in
RIDE, VIEW, and famous V-8 ENGINE of the Ford De
Knox County. Well do we remem vegetable matter.
There is a genuinely happy at good cause.
Luxe and Super De Luxe! A new line of Fords priced
mosphere about this school for the
They blame neither fate nor ber his boys’ band and the able
Hope is the light in God’s win
maimed and crippled. The nurses man for what has happened, and manner that he conducted the
for you who put price first!
dow which guides the weary travel
and doctors make a point of show they are truly appreciative of their Rockland Military Band.
He was a. line student of harmony er home.
ing no pity for their charges, treat country's efforts to help them to

LOCAL BANDS

Community
Bowling League

Book Review

o

Hancock Deputies

Ford "Special" 85 hp. V-8 Tudor Sedan

>792

priced even lower than regular 1941 Ford Cars!

APPLY NOW

STAR ROUTE

BOAT ROUTE

SURETY
BONDS
TO

E. C. Moran Co., Inc.
TEL. 98

425 Main St.,

Rockland
153-157

ing them just like ordinary people
who have come to learn a trade or
profession. Besides, the head doc
tor is one of them—he himself has
lost both legs and makes his daily
rounds in a wheel chair. Their
mental attitude toward their in
validism is entirely different from
that of a peacetime casualty whose
realization and acceptance of his
misfortune is generally slow and
tragic. Those ex-soldiers feel no
bitterness. They had not only anticipated injury but are compcnsated by the knowledge that their

begin again. Their spirit is best
expressed in the words of a smil
ing young snub-nosed Karelian in
the wood-working courses:
"Today every hand that can
work is needed in Finland, and as
my left hand has been spared me,
I can't very well let it remain
' idle. It will have to do the work
for two new.' He bent over his
bench, and, pushing a piece cf
wood into position with the stump
‘ of hts right arm, he continued to
j model a table leg very skillfully
! with his left hand.

' r'

Come in today... get the facts
and you’ll get the BIG NEW FORD!

MONEY FOR HOMES
TO HELP BUILD—BUY
MODERNIZE—REFINANCE .
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL STREET,

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE, TELEPHONE 475

WALDOBORO, MAINE

ROCKLAND, ME.
120Stf
SEE YOUR FORO DEALER FIRST FOR LOW-COST FINANCING

TELEPHONE 61

Every-Othcr-Day
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Private
McKinley
iday with
DeMatteo
morning.

Dec. 29—Rockpcrt- White Christmas
service with pageant at Baptist Church
Dec. 29—Warren—Christmas pageant
"The Other Wise Man” at the Bap
tist Chureh
Dec 30 Open meeting ol Shake
speare Society at Unlversalist vestry.
Dec. 30 Winter term ol city schools
bevlns.
Dec 30—Warren Schools re-open.
Dec. 30-Union—Schools re-open.
Dec. 31—Warren New Year s ball at
Olover hall
Jan. 6—Golden Jubilee gueet meet
ing ol Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.R. at
Community Building
Feb 14 16 —Camden— Outing Club
Carnival.

Earl L. Rogers of Port
spent the Christmas hol
his mother, Mrs. Edith A.
and returned to duty this

The Weather

The hoarse-voiced musicians of
the Maine coast, known to the world
as fog signals, sang their gloomy
solas all through the night, for tills
section of the North Atlantic was
getting its share of the mist which
has been blanketing harbors to th?
Westward the past two days. Tie
mild weather has remained in force,
and together with a moderate rain
fall has made the white Christmas
little more than a memory The
BORN
year 1940. eventful from the start, ls
Lehtb—At Warren. Dec. 27. to Mr
on its last legs, the days are already and Mrs Walno Lehto. a son George
a few minutes longer, and we arc Eino.
left to wonder what the first year of
MARRIED
a new decade will have to offer. Seen
Dxlzell-Wxllll At Camden, Dec. 27.
the comet?
Gerald G. Dalzell and Mtss Dorothy
The Kiwanis Club will install its
new officers at Monday night's
meeting.
The Sunshine Society will meet
Monday afternoon with Lena Mer
rill, 84 Rankin street.

D Walah. both of Camden.—By Rev
Charles E Walsh
Mills-Dunlap-At Vinalhaven. Dec.
25. Maxwell Mills and Evelyn Dunlap,
both of Vinalhaven By Rev. Kenneth
Cook
Melin-Thomas At Vinalhaven. Dec
25 Blgvard Melln and Dorothy Thomas
both of Vinalhaven By Rev. Kenneth
Cook
Slalfnrd-Murglta At Roekland. Dec
25. Walter A Stafford und Rose M
Murglta of Rockland By Rev Fr.
James Savage
lilll-Oitim At Richland. Dec. 24.
Nllio I. HUI and Elizabeth L. Oxton
of Warren —By Rev C. A Marstaller

Tie meeting of tiie Congrgational
Woman's Association scheduled for
Jan. 1 has been postponed to
DIED
Wednesday, Jail. 8. owing to the
Maddocks—At Rockland. Dec. 26.
holiday.
Mabel L Maddocks. aged 62 years. 7
TEMPORARY STAR ROUTE

Effective Jan. I, Temporary
Star Route service from Rock
land to Brunswick, will be re-es
tablished. connecting with train
for Boston at Brunswick. This
mail, closing at this office at 7
p. m„ Is due to arrive at Port
land at 1.15 a. m. and Boston at
6.35 a. m. next day. Connec
tions will also be made at Bruns
wick for all points east; /nail
due to arrive at Augusta at 12.10
a. m. Waterville at 12 36 a. m.
and Bangor at 2.15 a. m., next
day.
The above service will be ef
fective dally except Sunday and
a special business collection cov
ering Main street from Masonic
Temple to Myrtle street will be
made at 5.30 p. «n. daily except
Sunday.
Dr. H. J. Weisman heads the
Rockland Plying Club, which has
now attained a membership of 16
The other officers are: Richard P
Bird vice president, William H.
Blake secretary and treasurer.
Aside from these officers the mem
bers are: Perry Tibert, Merton Has
kell. Everett A. Munsey, Robert
Crawford, Hugo Lehtinen, Lucien
Green, Jr., Clinton Pickett, Philip
Morang. George Graves, Jr., Joseph
Goodwin, Junior Brcwn and Silas
HUls.
"My Five Years As A Red Spy
In Russia"—next in the revealing
series by an American engineer.
He tells the truth about Russia's
wild waifs In The American Week
ly Magazine with the Dec. 29 Bos
ton Sunday Advertiser.
156*lt

Beano at the Elks every Friday
129-tf
night
Visit Lucien K. Oreen & Son for
Furs; Burdells Dress Shop for
Dresses. Complete stocks always
on hand. New merchandise coming
ln every day at moderate prices.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block,
School street, Rockland.
107-tf

BIG SURPRISE BINGO
MONDAY NIGHT, 7.30
SPEAR HALL
Big Surprise Packages
Free Dinner and Merchandise

Value $2.00

156*

months. 10 days. Funeral Saturday at
2 from Owl's Head Chapel. Interment
tn Owls Head
dark—At Rockland. Dee 26, Helen
W wife of Lloyd E Clark, aged 55
yean. 10 months. 13 days.
Carleton At Denver. Colo., Dec 22
James D Carleton, native of Rock
port. aged 60 years.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of William Frank
lin Flint who passed away Dec. 29,
1909
One year has passed since that sad
day

When the one we loved wgs called
away;

Always ao good, unselflsh and kind,
He ls ever with us In our minds
Hls wife. Mrs Mary Flint, son Her
bert daughter. Mrs Irving Fales and
family and brother. Halsey Flint.

Army Post Liquor

Made Happy By Thoughtful Friends

Fort McKinley Bible Class
Will Join In Effort To
Suppress It

Acting Postmaster James Ccnnellan reports that 499 aliens rfttisr!fels
tered at the local post office. Many
waited until the last day, Thurs
day, and kept the staff busy until
late in the afternoon. The num
ber registered does not necessarily
represent all Knox County resi
dents, as visitors frem away had
the privilege of reporting here for
convenience.

The Red Network cf the NBC.
will carry from 5.30 to ti this aft
ernoon a broadcast by the Curtis
Institute of Music. The program
follows: 1—Fantaisie, Opus 124.
Saint-Saens, Marguerite Kuehne,
violin: Janet Putnam, Harp. II—
Six Biblical songs. Opus 99, Dvorak,
Clouds and Darkness, Lord, Thou
Art My Refuge, Ood Is My Shep
herd, Tum Thee to Me. a WUl Lift
Mme Eyes, Sing Yea Joyful Song;
Robert Orooters, baritone, Leo Lus
kin, accompanist.

Page Threi

To Mrs. Clara Emery:—
at 6 o’clock. At 7.15 there will be
a special musical program with ail |
answer to your article which
appropriate message by the pastor, i appeared in the Dec. 14 issue of Tiie
The Church Today
A special program has been pre- Courier-Gazette, in regard to stopBefore me is the calendar,
pared for Tuesday, beginning at ping the
flf lntoxleatlng llquo„
dated Nov. 17 1940, of the First
7.30 with a mid-week praise anil i
.
„ . . , ,
Reformed Church. Schenectady,
,
, on Army Posts, I wish to say that we,
prayer service and continuing with
1
’
N. Y. On the back sheet is the
a Watch Night service. Wednesday , as a
Class, are interested. The
question, “Is this true?
night the Ladies' Aid will hold their j Port McKinley Bible Class of PortTHE CHURCH TODAY
regular monthly supper ln the ves-1 land, composed of men from differOutward.v splendid ns of old.
Inwardly sparkles', void and cold.
try at 6 o'clock.
ent parts of the State, especially
Her force and fire all .-pent and
• • • •
Batteries E and F of Rockland and
DM,
Like the dead moon she still shines
At the Universalist Church tomor Thomaston, join you in the drive.
on.”
—William Watson
row at 10.45, Louts A Walker will We will give all the assistance pos
The pastor printed it, did not
occupy the pulpit in the absence of sible to bring a victory.
endorse :t of course, nor deign
Er. Jchn Smith Lowe. Miss Lotte
For a long time we have been hop
to answer it. Neither shall It
MacLaughlin will be soloist and the ing something could be done to
be answered here except by the
young people's chorus will assist close the saloons on the Post. There
conscience and experience of the
with the hymns. Small children will are three bars on the Post open all
reader. If it is true, we may
be taken care of in the kinder the time, including Sunday. With
not present cur minister as our
garten. Church school will meet at your organization and others of its
alibi—just ourselves to bear the noon in the vestry; Mrs. Glover’s kind, we should be able to do some
blame. As you go to church,
Class at her residence; the Men's thing.
after ycu read that verse, ask Class at Mr. Glover's office; Junior
Christian literature would be ap
yourselves lf you think it Is true.
YP.C.U. at 5.30; and Senior Y.P.C.U. preciated here, such as magazines,
at 7.
In many par^s of this world
tracts, Bibles, pictures, etc.
• • • •
millions who love the church
Corp. James H. Chandler.
wouW Eke to hear again the
“Confidence For 1941" will be the Battery E. 240th C. A.
subject of the sermon at the First Fort McKinley, Portland.
scund of the bells calling to
Baptist Church on New Year's Sun
I Friends and relatives of the sol
worship. Millions are preven
ted from gathering in the day. The choir under direction of diers are asked to write to the Rep
churches or outside them to Rebecca Dulfer will sing. Church resentatives to Congress, and U. S.
worship as do we in free school with classes for all ages will Senators, asking them to support
America. The sound o' Church be held at noon. The Endeavorers legislation which would prevent the
will hold their New Year's conse sale ot intoxicating liquor in and
bells chiming is not a scund
cration service at 6 o'clock. The around protected areas —Mrs. Clara
of war. but of peace.
people’s evening service will open Emery J.
Speaking to the Twentieth
at 7.15 with the prelude and big
Century Association at their
weekly luncheon meeting, Er sing assisted by the choir and in Bible include the following pass
nest Pisco, refugee Viennese struments Mr. MacDonald's sub ages: "And I saw another mighty
ject will be 'Turning Over the New angel come down from heaven,
editor and publisher, recently
Leaf." The annual Watch Night clothed with a cloud; and a rainbow
said, "No person or people can
survive without belief. Nothing service will be held Tuesday eve was upon his head, and his face
ning from 8 to 12 and wiU close with was as it were the sun. and his
can survive for which mankind
1 a Candle-Light service.
feet as pillars of fire. And he had
is not willing to sacrifice itself.
• • » •
ln his hand a little book open. . ,
The loss of ideals doomed the
democracies of Europe, because 1 At St. Peter's Church < Episco And I went unto the angel and said
they had no strong convictions pal) Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, unto him, Give me the little book.
or firm policies. They collapsed the services for tomorrow will be And he said unto me, Take it, and
because they failed to cling to appropriate for the first Sunday eat lt up; and it shall make thy
their democraitc ideals/' Im after Christmas: Matins at 7.10; belly bitter, but lt shall be in thy
prisoned twice by the Nazis, he Holy Communion at 7.30; Church mouth sweet as honey" (Revelation
was released only when he School at 9.30; Holy Eucharist and 13:1-2. 81.
sermon at 10.30. The evening serv
promised to leave Austria, for
ice will be at 7 o'clock followed
The first patent on a tape meas
ever.
by a social evening for adults at ure was granted to Alvin J. Fellows
"Free men of God, your birth
the rectory.
in 1868 The tape measure wasenright claim! Our fathers won
• • • •
riosedi n calrcular case, with a
it with a price. This is our j “Christian Science" is the sub
spring lock that held the tape at
heritage, and here we do engage, ject of the Lesson-Sermon that wlll
any desired length.
each man into his son intact oe read In all Churches of Christ
to pass it on.’—Oxenham
Scientist, throughout the world. London's official regulations pro
—Wiliam A. Holman
Dec. 29 The Golden Text is: Thc vide 400 questions, anyl or all of
, kingdom of heaven is like unto which a policeman may have to ask
At tiie Congregational Church th? leaven, which a woman took, and in case of a fatal road accident on
service of public worship and' hid In three measures of meal, till his beat.
church school is at 10.33 a. m. and the whole was leavened." i Matthew
the theme of the sermon by Rev. 13:33). The citations! from the
Read The Courler-OazetU
Corwin H. Olds will be, "Thwarting
the Grace of God." Comrades of1
the Way will meet In the vestry att
6 30 p. m„ and the program will be ,
led by Rlert Brackett. Pilgrim ■
ANNOUNCEMENT
Fellowship will meet at the parson
age. 35 Beech street, at 8 p. m.
l)R. NEIL A. EOGG
• • • •
.
At the Methodist Church tomor
Ilill Resume 11 is Surt/iral Praelice
row morning at 10 30 Dr. Wilson will
preach on the theme "Salvaging the
un
Best From 1943." From 7 to 8 p. m.
I Ell RI ’ARY 12. 1941.
"College Student Night" will be ob
served with student speakers ap
pearing from six colleges or uni
155-20
versities, Gordon Richardson wlil!
preside. Men's Class and Baraca
Class will meet at 9.30 a. m., church
school at noon and young people at
6 o’clock with June Chatto presid- |
lng. From 8 to 12 Tuesday night,
the annual watch night service will'
be held with a special program by'
the Woman's Auxiliary and Rev.
will be at the
Corwin H. Olds and Rev. Charles
Marstaller as speakers. There will:
be a Christmas Quiz program,
musical features and social hour.
• • • •
At Littlefield Memorial Chureh
beginning
Sunday the pastor. Rev. C. A. Mar
staller. wlll use as his topic at 10.30
"A High and Holy Object For thc
New Year.” Special music will in
January 1, 1941
clude a selection by the choir. Sun
day school follows at 11.45, with
(The Lounge is under new management)
classes for all ages. A lively meet
156-157
ing is in store for thc young people
SERMONETTE

Members of the City Council, Overseer of the Poor and friends who gathered at the city farm on Christ
mas morning to wish the inmates a Merry Christmas and to present them with gifts from the city govern
ment and business houses. A huge turkey dinner was served at noon and all declared it a truly merry Christ
mas. Left to right: Mrs. Clara Clark, John Kellenberger, Mayor Edward Veazie, Alderman Louis Cates, City
Matron Helen Corbett, Alderman Marcellus Condon, Overseer of the Poor Joshua N. Southard, and Mrs,
Southard.
—Photo by Cullen.

How to cut the cost of
Heating Your Home
BY

(S

AMI6ICAY HOMI HIATINO IXMIT

Avoid Unhealthy Dry Air —
Keep Radiator Humidifier Pans Filled With Water
A T any winter colds are caused
L’l by hot, dry air in the home
while the season for burning the
furnace is on. Heat, of course,
absorbs the moisture in the air.

too dry and lessens the chance
of catching or spreading colds.

This hot air also dries out and
damages furniture.

You can easily and inexpen
sively provide for air-moisture
by keeping a “pan humidifier,”
ar hot water pan, filled writh
water in each room of your
home. Designed to hang out of
‘ight on the backs of radiators,
these pans furnish water that
ran be evaporated by the radi
ator heat and provide moisture
for the air in the rooms. This
prevents the air from becoming

Warm air heating plants are
equipped with humidifier pans.
All you have to do is to keep
them filled with fresh water.

charge of Mrs. Ralph Brcwn. There
will be work on aprons.
David E. Brown who is employed
' by the Portland Press Herald spent
Tuesday and Wednesday with his
I parents, the R. E. Browns,
Among those home for the holi
day recess are Miss Wiltna True.
Vinai Hardy, Miss GetlrudeJIardy
and Miss Harleth Hobbs.
T. B. Noyes remains ill at Ills
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Crawford
and family of Camden wree holi
day dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
C. A. Duntcn.
A Christmas party was held Wed
nesday night at the R. E. Brown
house, with buffet supper and
cards. Among those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ames and
Mrs. Lillian Weaver of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer True and Mr
and Mrs. C. A. Dunton.

CLARK ISLAND

Miss Doris Caven, who is attend
ing Ballard Business School ln
i Rockland, is visiting at her home
South Cushing.
*
! during the holiday recess.
were home for the holiday, the
Mr and Mrs. Emery Niles of
CARD OF THANKS
. former with his parents, Mr. and Rockland visited Wednesday with
To the Citizens of North Haven we
wish to extend best wishes and
Mrs. Prank Winchenpaw and the Mr and Mrs Henning Johnson.
thanks to those who so willingly
helped us search for our unfortunate
latter with his brother, Nathan I Herbert Maker, who is emloyed
Partial
List
of
Those
and beloved brother
We wlil never
forget the kindness and friendliness
| of Friendship Harbor.
jn Massachusetts, visited at hls
Who
Have
Already
of the people of North Haven
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wardell
MacFarhome here several days recently.
The Manchester Family
Joined the Red Cross
land had as dinner guests Wedr.esCharles Cromwell, Jr., who has
CARD OF THANKS
Por the convenience of those who day Mr and Mrs Arthur Mac- employment In Rhode Island, is
I wish to thank all of my neighbor'
and friends, also the Knox Hospital care to join the American Red Parland of New Bedford. Mass.. home with his parents, Mr. and
staff for flowers and kindness shown Cross, places have been provided to Mr. and Mrs. Waldo MacFarland of
Mrs. Charles Cromwell, tor the
during my recent bereavement
•
Harry Spalding
day in the following business houses: South Bristol. Mr. and Mrs. Pred holidays.
Ralph Caven visited at hls home
Thorndike Hotel, Senter Crane. Felker ar.d family. Mrs. Jonah D.
CARD OF THANKS
Knox
County Trust Company, Morse and Vinai Killeran of here for several days. He returned
We wish to take this way of ex
pressing our deep appreciation to the Gregory's,
Perry's Main Street Thomaston.
Wedensday to Connecticut where
many friends and neighbors for thelr
kindness and attention during the Market, Past Office, Loan & BUildSidney Carter and Clayton he ls employed.
illness of our loved one. and for the in(r Association, Snow Shipyards,
Mr and Mrs. Harvy Crowly and
beautiful floral tributes from rela- I Qraves,
ftt Maver,ck
e
Oilver cf Fairhaven, Mass., made
tlves and friends. Especially do we
Mrs. Crowly's sister of South ThomFollows a partial list of those who a visit here last weekend,
desire to express our gratitude to Dr
Freeman F. Brown Ior hls kindness have joined thg Rockland branch; Mr, and Mrs. Sherman Wotton iston. were recent caUers on Mr.
and prompt response to calls.
; and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wotton of tnd Mrs. Maurice Jones.
Joseph C Ingraham. Mr and Mrs. of the Knox County Chapter:
Frank Simmons, Mr and Mrs John
Mr and Mrs. John Caven enter
i Lynn, Mass., spent Christmas
First National Store?.
D Sherer
tained Christmas Day, Mr. and
with
Mrs.
Walter
Wotton.
E. L. Brown.
Mrs. Lewis Hart, James Caven, Mr.
CARD OF THANKS
Mrs. E. L. Brown.
We wish to thank all those who
and Mrs. William Caven and son
were so helpful and kind during our
HOPE
H. W. Lamson.
recent bereavement, especially the
Ralph and daughters Doris, Cath
A
day
session
of
Hope
Grange
Mrs.
NeUie
Lamson.
employes of Round Top Farms and
those who sent flowers and contrib
was held last Saturday and a eryn and Frances.
Marie Rackliff.
uted the use of cars for the funeral
Mrs. Hjlamar Carlson and mother
Christmas tree enjoyed. Dinner
services.
Mrs. NeUie.Magune.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Robishaw and
Mrs. Victor Blomberg. went Sunday
was served by Mrs. Helen Went
Edith S. Bachelder.
family
to Massachusetts. Mrs. Blomberg
worth and Mrs. Alice True. The
Mabel Seavey.
Beano at GAR. hall Monday.
next meeting wiU be Jan. 6, with returned home Tuesday with her
Charles A. Marstaller.
Dec. 30, at 2.15 p. m.—adv.
supper at 6. and Mrs. Florence Al daughter, Mrs. Helen Magnuson cf
Mrs. Catherine Donahue.
len as chairman. Officers will be Quincy. Mrs. Carlson remained for
Ida Mae Dondis.
In the building of bombers, the
installed by J. Herbert Gould of a longer visit.
C. Clifton Lufkin.
A program was presented Christ
German tren dis toward construc
Camden.
A Circle meeting will be
McDougall Ladd Co.
mas
Eve at the church by the Sun
tion of twin-engined bombers of
held Tliursday at Mrs. EUen Lud
Walter C. Ladd.
day school. It consisted of carols,
high speed, but low carrying power
wig's
where
fair
sewing
will
be
in
Mary R. Ladd.
playlets and recitations by Frances
and range. Principal emphasis in
Harold W. Look.
Caven, Dorothy Putansu, Ruth
England is o nlong range.
Mrs. Jenny Rivers.
Peterson, Kathleen Stein, Elsie
Emil Rivers.
Chaples, Alive Caven, Elmo Allen.
Read The Courier-Gazette
Mrs. Katherine Smith.
James Caven, Elmer Allen. Hoy
Albert C. Jones.
Swanson, LiUian Putansu, Wilbur
Mrs. Albert C. Jones.
Allen. Jr., and Janet Davis. The
program ended with the distribution
of gifts and candy bags by Santa.
FRIENDSHIP
Order Early For
Charles Stenger, Jr., is spendat
ing the holiday recess with his
New Year’s Eve
parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles
AT
Stenger. Sr.
W. E. GRAVES
Mrs. Euda Morton and .son Al
J. A. JAMESON CO.
bert are home from Gorham for
NORTHEND MARKET
the Yule season.
HAVENER'S CONFY. STORE
Mr. and Mrs. Hartwell Davis
WILLOW STREET MARKET
Dancing 10 to 2.00
and daughter Leatrice were dinner
BILLY HEMINGWAY
guests Christmas Day of Mr. and
O. S. DUNCAN
Mrs.
Bedfleld
Miller.
BUFFET LUNCH
BUTMAN
’S SERVICE STA.
Francis Winchenpaw and Fred
156’lt
FAVORS
Thompson of New Bedford, Mass..

Have Joined Up

DOUGHNUTS
WOTTON’S

DANCE

BERNAD1NE AND MARION

Entertainers

HOTEL ROCKLAND

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

NEW YEAR’S NIGHT

ELKS HOME

NEW YEAR’S EVE

DANCING
EVERY SATURDAY NITE
At

GLEN COVE

FUEL SAVINGS

NOISEMAKERS

Music By

156-157

HAL'S RHYTHMAIRES
Admission 35c and 25c, plus tax
1173tf

-sn

'L

BURPEE'S
Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service

• • •

0-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROUKLAND, ME.
119-tf

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 602
ROCKLAND, ME.

98-tf

with Timken Oil Heat

Dancing Until 2.00 A. M.

The most sensational "money-back” guarantee ever made on fuel
consumption. We test your present burner free and on the basis
of the results tell you exactly what saving guarantee we will make
with a new Timken Wall-Flame Oil Burner. We back up this
guarantee with our written bond. No guesswork—no chance. You
save or we re-install your present burner and refund your money.
Act now. Special trade-in allowances now in effect. This offer is
good for a limited time only. No down payment — easy terms.
Phone or see us today.

TUESDAY, DEC. 31—9.00 P. M.

A. C. McLOON & CO., Rockland, Me.

Cocktail and Buffet Lunch

FUNERAL HOME
TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11

NEW YEAR’S EVE PARTY
THORNDIKE HOTEL

Price $1.10
156-157
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WARREN

Warren School Ready

HELEN

JEPSON

GEORGES RIVER ROAD

PORT CLYDE

A capacity audience attended the
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Davis and
annual Christmas eve program of
son
Carlos
who
spent
several
.SINGS
ON
AIR
ft £
Junior High School Build
months in Stonington. Conn., have the Finnish Congregational Church
MRS LOUISE MTLU2»
ALENAL STARRETT
ing Will Open For Service NEW YORK. N. Y.—Helen Jep- returned home, accompanied by in charge of its paster, Rev. Samuel
Correspond ?a(
son, the lovely young American
Correspondent
Ndvala. Children from this place.
Next Monday
singer who began her musical ca Miss Doris Button who will spend
ft ft ft ft
1
ftftftft
Long Cove and Waldoboro ap
the
Winter
with
them.
reer selling phonograph records
The new junior high school back in Akron, Ohio, will be guest
Tel. 37
peared. In Christmas songs and re ci
Tel. 49
Miss Barbara Thompson of
star this Sun
building in Warren will be in readi
tations in front of the beautiful^
day afternoon, Wellesley. Mass., is visiting her decorated Christmas tree. Santa
Mr. and Mrs. Harris McLain of
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm J. Hill ness Monday and 68 children of
December 29, on parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alvah
Melrose. Mass., have been recent have returned to Brockton. Mass.,
Claus made his appearance at the
"The Pause That Thompson.
the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth
guests of his mother, Mrs. Cora after being holiday guests of Mr.
end of the evening with candy,
Refreshes
grades will attend school there,
Freeman Abbott of Norridgewock presents and cards. Coffee and
On the Air.”
MoLain.
and Mrs. William Cunningham.
This program of is guest of his sister, Mrs. Mary cake were served by Mrs. Matilda
Visitors Wednesday at Mr. and removing from the schoolhouse in
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph DiNapoli
popular music, Barton.
Pikkaralnen, Mrs. Lempl Torpakka.
are spending a few days in Revere, Mrs. George Gray's were Mr. and the village, which has been inade
sponsored
Rev. and Mrs, John T. Holman Mrs. Salma Autio, Mrs Mary Suby Coca - Cola,
Mrs. Frank Newbert of Rockland. quate because of poor sanitation,
Mass.
is’ heard over and daughter. Margaret, and sons tinen and Mrs. Sarah Matson.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Gray enter light, lack of play ground, and
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley Lenfest
the Columbia
Spending the holiday week at
network from John and Arthur visited relatives
entertained at dinner Sunday Mr. tained at Christmas dinner, Mr. suitable parking place for school
and
Mrs.
Neil
Gray
and
daughter,
4:30 to 5 P. M., in Massachusetts last weekend.
buses.
their homes here are Miss Helen
and Mrs. Alfred Storer, Mr. and
. Eastern StandThe new building is located on
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Simmons and Johnson of Bath and Miss Ina An
NOW IN EFFECT
Mrs. Kelsey Lash. Mr. and Mrs. Helen of Waterville.
4,, ard Time.
Mrs.
Harold
Overlook
extin

route 131. only five minutes' walk
Miss Jepson, daughter Sandra, passed the holi derson from Bangor Maine School
Herbert Newbegin of Rockland and
who has now day in Attleboro. Mass.
of Commerce.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stenger of guished a small blase in her apart from the post office. It contains
become
known
ment in the Andrews Block Mon two class rooms, four book closets,
A beautiful Christmas pageant
Helen Jepson as
thp glamor
Melvin Torpakka returned Wed
Friendship.
day. caused by a chimney fire two in each room, and a small girl of the opera, has chosen was given Sunday night at the Ad nesday to his ship, the Faunce,
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Thompson
which caught in the finish at the teachers' room on the first floor Strauss's beautiful "Tales From vent Christian Church under the after a 48-hour leave with his par
return today to Dorchester, Mass.,
back of her cook stove on the sec and in the basement, a recreation the Vienna Woods” and George management of Mrs. Harry Daniel, ents, Mr. and Mrs. Mathew Tor
Pequot or
after spending a week with his
room, furnace room, and coal bunk Gershwin's famous "Summertime” assisted by members of the Sundav pakka.
ond floor.
for her numbers on the program.
mother, Mrs. Annie D. Thompson.
Lady
Pepperell
Pour Year
er.
The
building
will
be
heated
by
Services Sunday at the Congre
Appearing with her will be the School and adult choir. There
Christmas any was observed by
I. S. Bailey of Weld passed gational Church will be at 1030 steam, lighted by semi-indirect two noted musicians who are co was a fine concert and tree at the
many family gatherings. Mr. and
Christmas here with Mrs. Bailey. a. m. "Inner Splendor," the eve lights, and ventilated from the featured regularly on this pro church.
63x99,
.75
Mrs. Elmer Nelson and daughter
.95 63x90,
Rev. Wallace Pollock. Rev. Stan ning service to be at 7 o'clock. corridor through the roof, with gram every Sunday — orchestra
Howard Lowell and Merrill Chad Eleanor, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nel
conductor
Andre
Kostelanetz
and
63x108,
ley Washburn of Gordon College Church school will meet at 930 control units in each class room.
1.00 72x99,
.85
wick who have employment In son, daughter Arllne and sons Axel.
violinist Albert Spalding.
Boston are guests of Rev. and Mrs. a. m.
Water will be furnished by a
72x99,
East Hartford, spent the holiday at Uno and Vaino were dinner guests
1.00
Harold Nutter.
Rev. Donald
72x108,
.89
A supper conference of church spring with »he help of a small elec
home.
72x108,
of Mr. and Mrs. John Paulsen in
1.05
Gagnon, asst pastor of the officers will be held Tuesday at Mont tric motor. The water which was
Mrs. Springer of Friendship is at Thomaston
.89
French Baptist Church in Wor gomery rooms, at which Mrs. Le tested in Augusta for purity, is
81x99,
1.05 81x99,
the home of Mrs. Ada Brennan
Mr.
and
Mrs
John
Holbrook
and
cester, Mass., was a caller Thurs roy Norwood. Mrs. W. S. Stack- stored in a small reservoir, 3000
.95
A Cat and Canary Story, for the Winter.
81x108,
daughter Bertha Condon and Elmer
1.18 81x108,
day at the parsonage.
house and Miss Virginia Wyllie. gallons capacity at the spring, and
Mr. and Mrs. John Donovan if Harjula were dinner guests of Mr
Telling of An Unusual
90x108,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rowe of Au delegates to the recent conference will take care of all the needs,
1.29
Chicago and Miss Elsie Lowell, a and Mrs. William Harjula. Mr,
PILLOW CASES
Friendship
burn and Miss Dorothy Rowe of in Waterville will report.
with
the
pressure
tank
in
the
school
PILLOW CASES
A
student at the School of Art De and Mrs Emo Partinen of Bath,
Framingham. Mass., were holiday special watch night service will j basement The movable desks, given
A Florida newspaper clipping sign In Chicago are visiting their Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lunden of
.18
42x36,
.26 42x36,
guests of their father Charles Rowe
held
by the State, have been moved from sent to me by Frank H. Whitney of parents. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lowell.
West Rockport and Albert Harjula
42x38i/2,
.21
and Mrs. Rowe.
.28 42x38%,
Newell Eugley. who has been ill the old building. The walls are of Fruitland Park, has a human in
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brown and partook of Christmas dinner as
Corp. Stewart Pollard of Ft. Wil since the first of September, is cream, with ply-wood varnished terest especially for cat lovers in daughters Helena and Lucy and
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred An
liams passed Christmas with his now able to be about the house. from the window ledge height to the general and black cats in particu son Walter of South Portland have
derson Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Har
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Pol He was well remembered at Christ floor,
lar:
«
Other Domestics in Proportion
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. U. G. jula and son Gene were guests of
• • • •
lard.
Ground for this building was
mas time with cards and gifts from
Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brackett In
The order of services at the neighbors and friends, among | broken June 29. 1939
This
the story of the cat and
Miss Alice Breen of Thomaston Rockland.
Baptist Church for the coming them a beautiful basket of fruit i Punde 10 buy
lot and con' the canary who long ago reached a is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Ellen and Raymond Stein and
week will be: Worship Sunday, from friends and fellow employees Islruet the building were from the gentleman's agreement to live in Mrs. Andrew Breen.
Harold Pease who have been vlslUng
10 45; Rev. H. I. Holt of Rockport at the Georges River Mills, the $3634 High School building fund. the same house and not squabble
Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson of ] their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Harwill be guest speaker; Sunday presentation made by Mrs. Edna $2767 given the pledge soliciting about it.
Criehaven are spending the Winter old Pease In Bath for a lew days.
: committee the spring of 1939. $3500
School at 12; Young People's meet Moore.
Nether has a pedigree, as a mat here
returned with them on Christmas
ing. 6 p. m.. Sunday evening serv
BLACK and white oil sUk umbrella
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney F Copeland raised last Spring by the town at ter of fact, for Lucky is just a
Adxrrtuementa lo this ouiumn no,
Mr. and Mrs Sydney Davis. Sr. Day
to exceed three line* Inserted once fo, lost Friday night In local store or hr
ice at 7 o'clock; and New Year s have closed their home and are the annual town meeting in March, great, sleek cat as black at night, passed the holiday In West Springtween
Oak and Summer Sts
TEt
Oliver Niemi. William Johnson 23 cent* three times for 30 cent* Ad
service Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. located for the Winter at the Allen and $1000 appropriated from back and Toodies' Mama evidently fell field. Mass., with their daughter, and William Hill of this place and dltlonal lines five cents eech tor one 422-J. or leave at C O office 135-157
SHOE skate lost Christmas Dev In
time. 10 cents for three times, Flv»
Rev. and Mrs. Harold Nutter house. 88 Limerock street. Rock taxes collected during the current in love with a sparrow.
Camden or Rockland 23 Chestnut St ,
Mrs Chester Cooper.
Wilho Elglund of Long Cove fur- small words to e tine
year, at a special town meeting held
TEL 1065. Rockland_________
156-1
Toodies is a sweet young thing
were guests Christmas Day of Mr. land.
Harold Anderson has employ nished music for the entertainment
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
in November.
that
Arthur
Walkc
’
,
8020
Marks
Nutter s mother, Mrs. J. W. Nutter
Mrs. Dewey Maloney, who has
and dance for Finnish Relief at■
ment on a tug boat in Boston.
of deposit book numbered 1758 and
Practically sill town labor was street, found in nis trash can back
the owner of said hook asks for du
in Montville.
been ill at the home of her daughA fine concert and Christmas Glover hall. Warren on Christmas
plicate In accorance with the proMr. and Mrs. Stanley I. Bailey 11„, Mrs Emerson w periclIks u employed in construction of the in Ohio last June 6. She was no tree were enjoyed Monday night Eve
vl.-lon of the State Law
WARREN
pubACTIVE woman to collect
BRANCH OF SECURITY TRUST CO
building,
in
the
wiring,
and
instal

bigger
than
a
quarter,
and,
with
a
return today to Philadelphia after somewhat improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Bowen of | ltehers monthly accounts, on com- Rockland. Mr . Dec 2$. 1940
at the Baptist chapel. Mrs Charles
156-S 5
_
,
_
_
. „
j mission, in Belfast and Searsport, In
lation of the heating unit. Build couple of sisters and brothers, had
spending the holidays with their
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Parker
Kinney was in charge of the pro Camden, Elmer Bowen of Rockland i spare time Experience not e-sential
ing
plans
were
by
Bunker
and
ot deposit book numbered 28482 and
been hatched out of her egg just
mothers Mrs. Maude C. Gay and McKellar at a Christmas party
”' *>5 Mctropollt*n1M-<i56 the owner of said book asks for du
gram. and Santa was present and Isle au Haut and Miss Ina An- ! ^t'nP
Savage of Augusta.
before some carpenters inadvert
Mrs. I. S. Bailey,
plicate In accordance with the pro
Tuesday were Mr. and Mrs.
much to the pleasure of the chil derson motored to Bath Wedneswoodchoppers wanted at once vision of the State Law ROCKLAND
Buses will park in the semi-cir ently discarded her for dead.
Miss Rita Valade who has been Charles McKellar, Mrs. E. L. Shaw
day to attend the christening of k w dean, south Hope
lsviss SAVINGS BANK Bv Edward J Heldren.
lier Trexs. Rockland. Me Dec 28.
Walker, who likes animals and
employed at Waldoboro Press has Mr and Mrs WiUard
and cular drive, in the school yard in
Mrs. Elizabeth Prior of Loudville Sonja Dianne, daughter of Mi have opening for two men over 26 1940
136*8 3
returned to Ashland. Mass.
II son John Boggs, the latter of I stead of in the main highway, and birds as well as he does people, res has been visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs Edwin Harjula at their
^1^
a
particular
safety
move
of
the
cued
the
fledglings.
His
sister.
t
—
'TUn
apt
u
it
car
nM'paaarv
Pnr
annntnt.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Creame: Hartford, Conn., Mr. and Mrs.
home in that city. The ceremony gets It. car necessary For appoint
and Mrs. John Anderson
ment write P O BOX 732. Lewiston.
and family spent Christmas with Sidney Wyllie. Mr. and Mrs Lowell committee in charge, was th- grad Grace Walker, made them a nest
Mr. and Mrs. Vere Crockett and was performed by Rev. Mr. Wilson Me_____________________________ 134-138
ing
of
the
embankments
there,
and
of cotton, set them in the sun. and
relatives in Lewiston.
daughter Sally of Camden spent of the Congregational Church of
AGED people boarded and caA>d for.
1 Moody and family. Light refresh- I
ONE-room apt. to let. nicely fur
a widened main route, making bet fed them every time they opened
heat. hath, prices reasonable
| ments were served.
hot and cold water on bath
Christmas with Mrs. Crockett's Bath. Mrs. Kenneth Colby of Bath Stxam
Garden tl'ib Awards
Invalids accepted 17 SUFFOLK 6T. nished.
ter visibility of intersecting roads their mouths to chirp.
room floor reasonable. 18 Leland St.
Rockland
134*138 TEI. 1H-W_________
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Merton
and
Henry
Erickson
cf
Thomaston
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Davis
enter1
156-1
The Community Garden Club !
at that point.
Two of them survived. One died
were godparents. Others present
furniture wanted to upholster. .
SEVEN-room tenement on 24 Cres
Anthony.
ar.d the Central Maine Power Co. tained at Christmas dinner Mr
called for and delivered
T. J FLEMseveral weeks ago, but Toodies still
cent St . to let, newly papered and
Mr and Mrs. Carlos Davis and »ere Miss Helena Mae Mahoney INO 19 Blrch st Te) 212-w. I37*i48-tf 1 whitened, flush, lights and water. $12.
award'd first prize to Mr. ard and Mrs. Arthur Starrett and son. tions played by Wilho Elgland is very much alive.
TEI,
785 R______________________ 156*1
and
Richard
Jenkins
of
Rockland.
!
'
■
—
—
—
—
son Carlos and Miss Doris Button
Mrs. Ficnk'm Pitcher of South Wayne, and Fred Watts.
She traveled 1500 miles without
William Hill. Oliver Niemi, and
TWO or 3-room furnished apt to
Mrs. Henry Erickson. Kenneth
visited
in
Montville
over
the
holi

Mr.
and
Mrs.
Parker
Starrett
of
I let on Warren St Inquire at 12 WAR
Wald3oo. o for the most attrac
Mr. Johnson of Long Cove. Danc trying to make a break. The Walk
131-tf
Colby and children Jocelyn and _______________________________ REN or 11 JAMES ST
tively decorat’d ho ne curing me Bath were with Mr. and Mrs. Fred ing and the serving of refresh ers' take her into the yard of their day.
HOUSE to rent at 17 Suffolk 8t 8
Donald
|
YARNS
for
ruga
and
hand
knitting
Herman
Simmons
and
son
Her

Starrett on Christmas Eve.
Chris'mrs season.
rooms and bath, garage furnace; also
ments followed, the small admis Sulphur Springs home and never
Albert Harjula, accompanied by , Samples and knitting directions free at Otis St.. 6-room house with same
Guests at a family dinner party
man spent the holiday with Mrs.
Second prize was awarded to
Arlene
— A BART1.ETT Harmony Me ISS-lo conveniences Inquire at MRS MAR
sion charged, going toward Fin worry that she'll fly away.
Misses Helen Johnson.
GARET KNIOHT. 34 Pleasant St
Mrs. E’.la Marshal: third to Mr. ’held Christmas Day at the home nish Relief. A black crepe bow
Unlike mast birds. Toodies has
Thompson In Rockland
I will not be responsible for any _________________________________ 130 tf
Nelson, Edna Ranta and Walter , bills
cn and after thia date other
and Mrs. F.Jard Mank of Nor»h of Mr and Mrs Isaac H°oper and ________
_ ______
had beenF______
placed _____
on the
Finnish no yen for trees. When taken for
room furnished apartment to
Henry of Thomaston and Frank than contracted by myself. JOHN' kt.TWO
flush, portable bath. DELIA YORK
MALCOLM JEEFORD6
156*1
Waldoboro. Honorable mention was G. Dudley Gould, were Cleole flag at the hall, out of respect to | her da:.
• shell flutter to ROCKVILLE
111 P easant St
154-tf
Flagg of Jefferson motored to
made e.’ the liomes of Mr. ani Hooper of Andover, Mass.. Mr. and Finland's late president, who died a branch or two but prefers to skit
BUTCHERING hogs, beef. veal, also -g-wr,
Mr. and Mrs F J Hunter were Orono Thursday to attend the thre*
TWO-furnished apartments with
cutting, bolder ot
district meat bath,
Mrs. John H. Miller. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs' Gleason Hooper and son. suddenly last week.
to
let
(3
30
and
$6
per
week

ter along the grass.
holiday guests of Mrs Anna Nelson d#y staU>
o{ < H c-ubs at stimp or shipping veal First class quire at FOSS HOUSE or 283 Main In
S'
work guaranteed
WILLIAM J. AN Tel
Henry Mason. Mrs. Maude C. Gay, Gary, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hoop
And
as
for
Lucky's
being
her
3
i
0
or
1134
_______________________________ 154-tf
In Rockland. Joining there their University of Maine.
The Town Orchestra will sponsor
DERSON
Cushing! Tel. Thomaston
UNFURNISHED apartmenj to let 4
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Weston. Mr. er all of South Portland, Mr. and a New Years ball Tuesday at Glover best friend, that isn't so strange daughter and son-in-law, Mr and
165-13
156 1
Arthur
Schilt
is
home
from
Port

rooms,
sun
un po
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock
and Mrs. Edgar Winchenbach and Mrs. John Beaton, Mr. and Mrs. hall.
when you consider the fact that Mrs Arnold Nelson.
Inquire
12 Knr
nox St.. TEL 156-W
land where,he has been employed. land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orden
146-tf
Norman
Kalloch
and
daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Clark.
Lucky, a monstrous black cat, had
solicited
H O RHODES Tel 319-J
John S. Ranlett, who has been 111
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Toivo
Hakala
of
LARGE
heated
room and bath to
147-8-tf
_
_________
Carolyn. Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Bernadine and Marion, popular a bulldog for a step-mother.
with grippe and confined to the Gorham were guests at dinned to
let. 14 week FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
St______________________________ 146-tf
Bernadine and Marion, popular I ThomPson and son Wayne. Miss entertainers, will be at the New
Seven years the Walkers brought house for several days, is Improving j
day of Mr. and Mrs Tc-ivo Johnson. Christ Is Born
APARTMENT to let at 9 Llmerock
entertainers, will be at the New 1 Dor°Hiy Thompson all of Rock- Hotel Rockland Cocktail Lounge Lucky home and fed him with an
Nathaniel Carroll and Mr. and ]
N Y P S. Group
St Inquire at PEOPLES LAUNDRY
Hotel Rockland Cocktail Lounge land; Mr- and Mrs- ° O. Kal- beginning New Year's night. Jan. eye-dropper. Nancy, the Walkers Mrs. Arthur Turner spent Christmas 1
Oood-nkght.
144 «
Donald Cramer
beginning New Year’s night, Jan. loch, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bucklin 1, 1941. Ttih lounge is now under pet bull, decided to take over the Day with Mr and Mrs. Vesper Hall.
Worship Sunday will be at 10
1. 1941. The lounge is now under of Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. new management—adv.
Mr. and Mrs. LeRov Tolman were Nazarene Church Notes
156-157 nursing job and from that moment
o'clock:
Bible School. 11.15; N. Y.
The Sunday School Christmas
Lucky was her "puppy.” Nancy is joined at dinner Christmas Day by
new management—adv.
156-157 Charles Taylor, and Joseph Hooper
of Tenant's Harbor, Mr. and Mrs.
dead, the first dog to be buried in Mr and Mrs Ernest Crockett and tree and program was held Thurs P. S.. 6 o'clock; and evening serv
TWO thousand R. I Reds Cockerels,
Austin Kalloch, Mrs. Isaac Hooper ASH POINT
day night. The committee, Bertha ice at 7. The subject of the Bible 3 cents Ready Thursday. H W LIT
the Humane Society cemetery.
son Harold of Rockport.
TLE
Broadway________________ 136-1
NORTH HAVEN
School lesson will be “Jesus Re- j
and son Robert, and G. Dudley Sunday School Program
The Walkers have owned hun
Mr and Mrs. E. H. Perry were Moody. Dorothy Howard. Evelyn
SMEXT house and fixings for sale
The services at the Baptist Church Gould.
The Christmas concert of the dreds of pets in their avocational
quires
Faithfulness."
cheap 216 MAIN ST, City
156 1
guests Christmas of Mr. and Mrs. Danforth, presented this program,
Sunday will be conducted by Rev.
The N.Y.PS. topic, "What WiU
R I. Red chicks for sale hatched
Guests Christmas Day of Mrs. Baptist Church was given Monday career of tending dumb things. Be Arthur Fitzgerald In West Waldo by candlelight:
2-year-old hens; also day old
Harold C. Ross. Worship will be at
You Do With Jesus." will be pre- I from
Congregational song—O Come All
Augusta Moon and Mr. and Mrs. night by the members of the Sun fore Walker went into the service boro.
r osters 2c each
W H TOLMAN
11 o’clock; Sunday school at 10, and
Ye Faithful.
Waldoboro, Tel 153_________ 156-tf
day
school
classes.
sented
by
Evelyn
Danforth
.
There
John Marshall were Mr. and Mrs.
in 1918 he had 150 pigeons. Orace
Scripture Reading.
Mrs.
Maude
Bradley
was
dinner
evening service at 7.3C.
USED pipe furnace for sale. In good
The program was opened by the Walker had the same number of
Superintendent of Sunday School
will be special music by Robert condition
William Harvey and two children
Includes registers and
guest on the holiday of Miss Olive Prayer.
Mary and Durant Dyer are
pipes
Reasonable price TEL 10PO-W
Christmas
hymn
“
Joy
To
the
Cunningham
and
Therlece
Bragg.
Rev J W. Ames
chickens yet every Saturday when Tolman and S. P. Barrows.
of Rockland and Herbert Pendleton
156*1
spending the holiday vacation with
Another Christmas Welcome.
World” and a greeting by Mary she wanted chicken for the next
of the C.C.C. Camp at Alfred.
Mildred Best
WHITE figure skates for sale Size
Mrs. Florence Bolduc Is at home
their father, Jetson Dyer.
Illvonen.
Following
was
a
song
bv
Leave
it
to
Lavender,
Size
Is
No
Barrier.
9
practically
new
Call
mcmtngs
TFI,.
day's ccoking she had to go to after several days In Bangor.
Miss Katherine Starrett, who is
Eileen Howard
152-W___________________136*1
Mrs. Katherine Duncan is spend
He will insure
employed at Fairfield, and Weston Lawrence Heard; Welcome, by Bar market. Her run was full of pets—
Roy Marshall has been ill at his B,n« the
Chrl’tm“JOBhTMoody
LIVE bait for sale ROCKLAND RA
ing a few days with relatives in
Life, health and auto
DIATOR WORKS Tel 1313 Inquire
Stanhope of Waterville were visi bara Bey; recitations by Donna not Sunday dinners.
Msry the Mother.
home on South street.
at
Public Landing
156*U
Camden.
And furniture.
Ivah Howard
Both the Walkers like to tame
tors Christmas Day at Mr. and Newhall and Barbara Meklin, Arn
Mrs. Philip Tolman left Friday Singing For Jesus.
BRED cows and heifers for sale; beef
The Christmas exercises in the
old
Drinkwater,
Barbara
Illvonen
4
Elliot
St..
Thomaston,
Tel.
225.
Olrl s Class
animals and the cat that swallowed for a Winter sojourn at St. Peters
stock; Ford A parts; Incubators and
Mrs. Fred Starrett's.
A Christmas Recipe.
brooders, coal heater: range CHARLES
schools were enjoyed and well at
Holiday dinner guests at the Anne Marriner. Carolyn Snow and a canary at the Walkers' house burg. Fla., with a stop-over to
Marian Best
ERICKSON. Warren___________ 156*It
tended.
Christmas Question Box.
HUB No 317 parlor heater (circulat
home of Mr. and Mrs. Parker Mc- Oke Meklin; Spanish song. Barbara would be too sad to write about. spend the holiday season with her A Dwight
SWANS
ISLAND
Howard. Edward Cramer.
ing type) used about 3 months can
Marian Best and John Moody
Kellar were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bey.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene V. Sprague be bought at a bargain; Florence range
daughter Mrs. Oeorge Post In New Instrumental
Music.
Other recitations were given by
burner; 1 storage battery; 5-5.50X19
CUSHING
McKellar. Mrs. E. L. Shaw, Mr.
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette York.
Robert Cunningham
announce the engagement of their oil
automobile tires at a bargain. Call
David
and
Lawrence
Proctor;
Ruth
A
Christmas
Secret
A telephone has recently been In and Mrs. Willard Boggs and son
at
K
_ot P hall anytime
155*137
daughter.
Lillian
Eugenia,
to
Vic

The school pupils here Joined
Edward Cramer
What They Say.
BABY chicks and hatching eggs
stalled at the home of William An- i John, and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Willis. Lawrence Marriner; “Silent
tor
Russell
Littlefield,
son
of
Mrs.
NOTICE OE FORECLOSURE
those
of
West
Rockport
for
a
Christ

Maxine Lovejoy
from Christie strain of New Hamp
derson, Thomaston, telephone 165-13. Wyllie. They were joined later in Night" by Junior choir; recitations
WHEREAS, Gladys Murphy
and mas tree and entertainment at the Song—"The First Noel."
Margaret and the late Harry B. shire First hatch. Jan 15th Write
by Betty Louise Howard, Lillian Elen Knowlton, both of Rockland, in
Girls Class
for prices. C W MESERVEY. Warthe afternoon by Mr. and Mrs. Al
Littlefield of Orono. Miss Sprague ren.__________________ __ ________________ 135*157
the County ol Knox and State of
Curtis, Charles Stone and Dorothy Maine, by their mortgage deed dated Baptist Church Monday. They as- The Best Wish,
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette vin RacklifT of Spruce Head.
Billie Gould
graduated
from
Stonington
High
ONE 2-ton platform sca'e for sale,
4. 1934 recorded In the Knox sisted in presenting a Christmas The Beautiful Star.
Curtis; scripture reading, by Elea June
first class condition. TEL Cemden
Registry of Deeds. Book 241. Page 19.
Ivah Howard, Mildred Best. Jolcey
Kenneth Starrett is spending a
School class of 1935. Mr. Little In
2024___________________________ 134-156
conveyed to the Home Owners' Loan pageant.
nor
Fredettes
class;
"O
Little
Town
McEdward.
Hester
Cargill
STATE OF MAINE:
few days with his aunt, Mrs. Mary
field graduated from Gorham High
Corporation, a Corporation duly es,
Mr. and Mrs. Dana A. Sherer were Solo—"Beautiful Bethlehem."
ONE modern white enamel gas stove
of Bethlehem,” by the Sunday tabllshed tinder the laws of the
CITY OE ROCKLAND
Mrs. Helen Cramer
for sale, good as new also dinette set.
Wall at West Dresden.
School, olass of 1936.
United States of America, having Its dinner guests Christmas Day of Mr. A Different Matter.
Bargain for quick sale. 18 Talbot Ave..
A hearing will be held at the City
school; "The Star,” by Beverley office
and principal place of business
Dwight Howard
TEL. 781-3______________________ 143-tf
Hall In the City of Rockland, on
Mrs. Jeannette Dunton and
Whalen. Edward Newhall. Audrey In Washington. District of Columbia and Mrs. W. W. Butler at the West The Birth of Christ.
Monday. January 6. 1941. at 7 30
Hard woia per *oot, ntted. (1 30:
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette
daughter,
Miss
Florence
Dunton
the
following
described
real
estate,
Hester Cargill
o'clock In the alternoon. bv the muni
Meadows.
Sawed $1 40; long. $1 30. U. B. At C O.
cipal officers, on the application ol of Rockland were holiday guests of Willis and Kenneth Stone; "O Come situated In Rockland. In the County
PERRY Tel 487_______________ 145-tf
Norman
Thurston
has
returned
of
Knox
and
State
of
Maine:
Benevolent and ProtActlve Order ol
All Ye Faithful." by the Junior
"A certain lot or parcel of land
LEHIGH Valley stove and nut coal
Elk-, for a license to sell spirituous Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Overlock,
home after being at Knox Hos
with the buildings thereon, and
choir; "What Makes Christmas," by
for sale, $14 50; Pocahontas lumpy
and vinous liquors at 546 Main Street
known as the homestead of the
and Mrs. Marilla Copeland.
pital
with
blood
poisoning
in
a
soft $9: fitted dry hard wood. $1 50 ft.
Rockland. Maine.
Lura Woodman, and closing prayer
late Nellie G. Ulmer, located on
J B. PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 62.
All persons may appear to show
Finnish children enjoyed a jolly
STATE OF MAINE
finger.
the North side of Park Street. In
145 tf
cause. If any they may have, why said
by Freda Woodman, closed the pro
said Rockland, and the land ad
Unpaid taxes on lands situated In the Town of North Haven. In the
application should not be approved Christmas party Tuesday night at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Maki
and
D ft H hr.ra coal. egg. stove, nut
jacent thereto as owned by her,
County of Knox, for the year 1940
gram.
by the municipal officers
but excepting and reserving the
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the (14 30 per ton del. Household soft coal
Dated at Rockland, this nineteenth Glover hall, complete with a big.
family of Rockland were guests
While the choir sang "Hark! Th
d'-id on the South side of Park
Town of North Haven aforesaid, for the year 1940. committed to me for col- $8 per ton. del Nut size New River soft
day of Decembre, A. D. 1940
decorated
tree
and
Santa,
followed
Street
and
opposite
said
home

Christmas Day of Mr. and Mrs. lection for said Town on the eighteen th day of April. 1640. remain unpaid: not screened $9 ton del ; screened. $10
Attest:
Herald Angels Sing," Santa ap
stead
Also excepting and reserv
and notice Is hereby given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are ton del. M. B At C. O. PERRY. 319
E R KEENE
by a program. Otto Karl of Union
Einar Lofman.
145-tf
ing
from
the
above
described
not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to Main St.. Tel 487
peared and distributed presents and
Cltv Clerk
premises
such
mineral
rights
as
gave
the
welcome;
Mrs.
John
Lilja
pay the amount due therefor. Including interest and charges, will be sold
133-S-1S6
Guests
Christmas
Day
of
Mr.
candy to the children.
have been heretofore conveyed by
without further notice at public auction at *Ora«ige Hall In said Town, on
of Union and Eine Riutta of North
said Nellie O Ulmer or her for
and Mrs. Albert Korpinen were Mr. the first Monday In February. 1941, at nine o'clock A M
Sunday school tomorrow will be
bears"
ANNUAL MEETING OE'
Warren, recited poems; Dorothy
WHEREAS, the condition of said and Mrs. Onni Korpinen and’ Mr,
at 10 o’clock, followed by the regu Morgage
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OE
Name of Owner
Description of Property
Amount of Tax Due
Is broken:
Salo, Norman Lilja and Effie Hill
ROCKLAND
Now, therefore, by reason of the and Mrs. John Mazzeo of Rock
lar service, conducted by Rev
Notice Is hereby given that the an of Union gave a vocal trio; Mrs.
breach of the condition thereof, the land.
VIRGINIA CALLARY -Land Bounded on North by shore. East by
George Bolster of Brewer.
nual meeting of the stockholders of
said Home Owners Loan Corporation
land of E W Benson. South by sh ore. West by land of W R.
The First National Bank of Rockland Nestor Salomaki of North Warren
George Hale left this week for
by Elisha W Pike, Its Attorney there
Buxton........................................................................... .......................................
$72 00
will be held at Its banking rooms on and Mrs. Emil Rivers of Rockland
unto duly authorized by Its power of Del iRay, Fla., where he expects to
CHARLOTTE THOMAS HEIRS- Land, Bounded on North by shore
Tuesday. January 14, 1941, at 10 o’clock
attorney dated October 1, 1936. and
and Land ot Blake & Harrower. East by land of R. Washburn.
a. m . to tlx the number of and elect sang a duet; Mrs. Joseph Ander
recorded In the Knox County Registry work again this Winter.
8outh by land ol Lucy & Grace BI ake and West by land ol
a board of directors for the ensuing
ol Deeds. Book 249, Page 313, claims
Blake Ac Harrower ..........................................................................................
60 00
year, and to transact such other busi son of Owl's Head, recited a poem.
Mrs. Ida Barrows, Miss Lottie
a foreclosure of said mortgage and
December 21. 1940.
ness as may properly come before the Mrs. Gus Laine of West Rockport |
gives this notice for that purpose
• Note. —In Cities sale must be at the Collector’s Office. In Towns at
Dated this tenth day of December. Ewell and Mr. and Mrs. W. Le
meeting.
was held
Per order,
A. D. 1940
gave a vocal solo; Norman Lilja
man Oxton of West Rockport were the place where the last preceding town meeting RAY
M. BEVERAGE,
JOSEPH EMERY.
HOME OWNERS' LOAN
Cashier. of Union played an accordion solo;
Collector of
CORPORATION,
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Rockland. Maine, Dec. 12
1940.
Taxes of the Town of North Haven.
Bv Elisha W. Pike.
and
there
were
orchestra
se|ecF.
L.
Hunter.
l-p 153 f?-5
153-S-8
156»»t
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SALE
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SHEETS AND BEDDING
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Every-Other-Dav

VINALHAVEN
MRS OSCAR C. TANK
Correspondent

Marguerite Chapter,' OES will
meet Monday night. There will
be election of effl-ers.
Wyman Guirord was home from
Whitinsville, Mass., for Christmas
Mabel Erickson visited her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Erick
son, during the Christmas recess.
Dr. F. F. Brown and family of
Rockland passed the holidays With
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Freethan
A. Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Hanson of Woburn,
Mass., are guests of their daughter
Mrs. Byron Thomas.
Carl Anderson went Thureetny
to New York having visited his
mother Mrs. Charles Ar.derson over
Christmas.
Mrs. James Hasson was hostess
Monday to the Antique Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Smith were
guests over Christmas cf Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar C. Lane They returned
Thursday to Portland.
Friends of Mrs. Bertha E. Ray
mond of Florida, formerly of Vinal
haven, have received from her
this week gifts of large baskets of
golden fruit.
Ivan Nickerson of Springfield.
Mass., is visiting his parents Capt
and Mrs. Leroy Nickerson.
Union Church Sunday School
meets tomorrow at 10. Worship
will be at 11 and Rev. Kenneth
Cook will preach a New Year's
semon on “Keep Your Faith". The
choir will sing the anthem "Faith
looks Beyond": Miss Ruth Brown,
soloist, will sing “God So Loved
the World". At the evening service
at 7 oclock, Ivan Nickerson of
Springfield. Mass., formerly of this
place will be guest speaker.
NEW YEAR RESOLl'TIONS
[For The Courier-Oazette|
I'll love the Lord with all my heart.
And never from Hla laws depart
Will work for H’m e--, >’ my best
To othera lead Into His rest.
Til love my wife, and cherish her
Whatever In our lives occur
And if she sometimes scold- a bit.
Til lust reckon it one true hit
(Now. ye wive* don't laueh nor grin.
That never will your husbands win; ,
If scold you must, feed him wood food
With a sweet kiss In a loving mood I
I'll love my neighbor, with him be
glad
For all the good things he has had '
Throughout the year, and may there
be
Still greater love twlxt him and me
In business and In social trend
I'll play life's game unto the end.
Both fair and square then lose or
ain—
orts will not be in vain.
I'll never murmur, nor complain
When others do to me the same
As I to them have rendered i: eds
Until their heart* leel sad and bleeds
"Tis easy enough to write In rhyme—
The course of life ahead outline—
But to Inculate them In mif. life
It takes some strain, where Ills are
rife.
W R Waller
North Waldoboro

f
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“And No Back Talk”

Scene In South Hope

Page Five

Hooray! At Last!

S. Newton Broadbent,
Sojourning In Florida.
Answers _____
Moran’s Speech

The Thirteenth Time Never
Fails—But It Brought
An Earthquake

Rt. 1, Sarasota Beach, Fla., j
With a lot of help in more ways
Dec. 20.
than one. the Skippers managed to
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
wrest a much talked about victory
I read in The Courier-Gazette
from the Ganders last Monday
the talk on the war given by Ed
evening, and the reverberations
ward C. Moran. Jr. Evidently he
have not stopped yet. In fact the
is not in favor of help for Britain.
said reverberations reached such
He stated that in the event of
a pitch that Old Mother Eartn
Hitler's victory, Germany would
joined in, blinked in surprise and
erect a Chinese wall around the
produced a mild earthquake to ex
United States.
press her Joy and relief at the Hap
Shculd Britain be defeated. Ger
pening.
many wcuid penetrate the United
The help for the Skipper win
Eiatcs and we should! be entirely
came from several sources, first
under her control. It would be a
from the Ganders themselves, for
case of “do as I say and no back
they were without the services of
talk.’
Scotty Littlefield who has been do
I am enclosing a clipping of a
ing better than usual these past
letter of mine published in the
few weeks, and some of the other
Sarasota Herald Tribune. You may
members of the team finally came
be interested in it. A letter ap
I down to earth and got back to
peared in that paper yesterday
I what Gene Hall described as “norcomplimenting me on my letter,
. mal and satisfactory bowling."
particularly on the fact that I
The second source of strength
used my full name,
I for the Skippers came from the
There is a "Maine colony" near
rooters' bench where all the boys
here which I am going to lock I
home from Whitinsville were gath
The above picture, kindly loaned to The Courier-Gazette by II. L. Taylor, shows the Universalist Church ered, and led by Fred Chilles and
up.
at South Hope. In the foreground is • load of lime casks drawn by oxen. The figures dimly seen alongside are
S. Newton Broadbent
Maurice Teel, they made things hot
those of Daniel J. Bowley, Lyman Merrifield and W. A. Mink. The driver was not identified.
* • • •
for the Oanders. With advice and
Mr. Rroadbent’s Letter

In The Herald-Tribune of Tues
day last, there appeared a letter
from M. T.. criticizing an editorial
headed "Aid To Britain."
The writer says: -Never once
are we given cold, hard facts as
to why this country must subsidize
the British empire or what Ameri
can interests will it further,"
M. T. must have a peculiar men
tality or be unfamiliar with what
is taking place in the world when
he can find no valid reason for
American aid to Britain.
On the cutcome of the war de
pends the salvation of the whole
world. With Hitler victorious life
would not be worth living under
the German military heel.
Here are a few "cold, hard facts"
why it is to the interest of the
United States to extend every help
Britain:
With the invasion of Denmark.
Belgium. Holland and Norway, aid
ed by fifth columnists and spies in
these countries, the German army
seized tremendous quantities of
food and munitions of war and
was further aided by occupation
of airdromes and munitions fac
tories.
In Czecho-Slovakia. the great
Skcda munitions works, where the
"big Berthas" used in the bom
bardment of Paris during the World
War were manufactured, are. along
with all such plants in the invad
ed countries, being operated night
and day with forced labor to turn

cut munitions and guns for Ger
man use.
j With the collapse of France,
whose navy Britain depended upon
to take care of Italy in the Med
iterranean, the situation became
. much more acute. Vast quantities
of supplies of all kinds—trucks,
tanks, guns, food and medical
supplies—were burned by the Brit
ish before evacuating Dunkerque,
and what a loss this was! It took
many months to replace them.
Right now Britain is fighting not
alone Germany and Italy but the
greater part of Europe, and what
a battle she is waging! Well are
the British named "the bulldog
breed. ' No fear. Just a grim de
termination to held on to the end.
| How M T. can see no danger to
our country in the success of Ger
many is past understanding: that
is. if he is truly' an American.
With the British fleet in control
of the Atlantic. It has been per
fectly safe for our fleet to be con
centrated in the Pacific, to off-set
the power.'ul Japanese navy.
With Oermany winner of the war
and the British navy disposed of,
our position in both the Atlantic
and the Pacific would be precari
ous. To shift formidable forces
of our fleet from tlie Pacific to the
Atlantic would afford Japan the
opportunity to pursue her cwn
course in the Orient and at what
a cost to China. Britain and the
United States!

reproof, sometimes couched in
strong and forceful language, they
encouraged the Skippers and booed
the Ganders till Cap'n Grimes was
tearing his hair and rolling 'em
off the alley.
The third reason the Skippers
won was because they had Bill
Wahlman, the Alley Rat, speeding
them down the alley for them, and
Bill turned in the best score of
anybody for the evening, which
M1CKIE SAYS—
was not to big at that. It was
C
the first time for the season that
pin MOUEY JOBS ARE EASY
the Ganders have bowled below
TO LOCATE WITH WAUTADS’
1300 for the three strings, but Gene
IF YOU WAUT TO DOSEWIWS,
BAKE CAKES, BREAD ETC
Hall speaking for the Skippers.
OR MIWD CMILDREU, OR PO
I claims it is going to happen quite
HOUSEWORK. BY THE PAY
frequently from new on.
ADVERTISE IU OUR WALK
There were repercussions in
APS AMD GET RESULTS
7
other quarters too. for Scotty
Littlefield is going around with his
chest thrown out and his shoulders
I squared back stating in a loud
voice that just the minute he
I doesn't show up the Oanders are
in for a loss, which according to
Scotty should emphasize his value
to the team. The shoe is on the
other foot hewever, with Cap'n
| Skip Arey who sees himself in a
tight spot as the Jonah ol the
Skipper's team, and just the
minute the Jonah is out of the
way the Skippers come across with
a win. He says he thinks he ought
to resign but will probably be right
back in harness the next time the
two teams battle.
The Ganders as a whole are tak
ing the attitude that the Skippers
win was Just a Christmas gift from
them, and was given freely and in
the best Christmas spirit, with the
sole intent to promote harmony
and good will. They are saying
privately that they were afraid
to let the thing go on any longer
for fear the Skippers would quit
on them for they were having too
much fun to risk losing it all by
winning all the time.
Now that the turkey bones are
picked clean pressure is being
brought to bear on Cap'n Grimes
to dig up something in the way
of refreshment and sustenance,
and like a voice from the past
comes the clear commanding call
of that tempting but forgotten
delicacy, "Pea Soup—Pea Soup".
"Groggy ' Oanders — E. Libby,
228: Grimes. 201; Sanborn. 242;
Shields, 297; Goose Arey, 280;
total, 1298
his big new 1941 Dodge has so much
you're going to like that we can't wait
“Siesmic” Skippers — HaU, 221;
Peterson. 279; Drew. 242; Pcole.
to have you see and drive it!
274; Wahlman. 306; total. 1322.

What would become of the '
Dutch East Indies, with their
fabulous, wealth of natural re
sources, and China, with its 400,000.000 people and vast trading
possibilities? All would go to Ger
many and Japan and the people
would be enslaved.
With Europe under German rule
Hitler's next move would be against
the United States, and how could
we possibly protect our extensive
1 Atlantic seaboard with a depleted
fleet?
A short time ago I read an ar
ticle by a retired American naval
officer in which he stated that
Germany, in possession of one na
val base on the west coast of Africa
would be able to hold up all trade
with South America. And how
strongly the axis powers are in
trenched in that part of the world!
In Brazil there are at least a mil
lion and a half Germans and about'
800.090 Italians.
The Germans
have their own language newspaper
. and their own language schools.
The women are actually drilling
and wearing uniforms.
From Berlin and Rome short
wave broadcasts are made daily to
Scuth American countries, and
the bitterest attacks are made on
the United States.
If Hitler should win the war the
German system of barter would be
used in Europe and extended to
South America and other parts of
the world and gold, as a medium

AND ITS A PLEASURE FOR US TO PROVE Iff

of trade, would not be in use.
Under these circumstances what
would become of our 21 billions of
hoarded gold? Would it be so
much yellow metal?
Is it to our interest to help
Britain? I'll say it is!
S. Newton Broadbent

T

Wherever you look, this ear has the
luxury touches ond fine appointments
you're delighted to find in a car priced
so low. Stunning interiors...seats as
wide as a divan...deep luxury cushionsl

And in step with the smart Dodge
styling are its new safety and economy
features: For example, the spring-bal
anced rear deck lid to the luggage
compartment raises or lowers almost
without effort.

The new rear window is 47.6% larger
to give greater visibility! The new safety
wheel rims hold the tire even though o
flat should occur! The new Oil Bath Air
Cleaner literally washes the air before
it reaches the engine — prevents grit
from attacking bearings and cylinder
walls, thus prolonging engine life.

1941 Dodge Luxury Liner Deluxe 6-poMenger Sedan, $880f.
Front directional signals and bumper guards at slight extra cost.

ENJOY THE TRIPLE-THRILL OF DODGE FLUID DRIVE't1. Shift or not, as you like! Nothing new

gear gives

to learn. Greater comfort—added safety.

3.

2. Great in Traffic! You start and stop
smoothly without jerk or jar. And
when you want extra-fast getaway, a
flick of your finger in > the getaway

you

a

burst of

speed.

The Smoothness of Oil! Combined with
Floating Power, Dodge Fluid Drive gives
unbelievable smoothness, ease of handling
and longer car-life—another example of
famous Dodge economy.

And teamed with Floating Power, the
new Dodge Fluid Drive gives unbeliev
able smoothness and ease of handling.
Why not drop in for a demonstration
today? And don't forget — Dodge stiM
sells for just a few dollars more than
smaller, low-priced cars.

T.m in Major Bow««, CBS. Thursdays, 9ts 10 F. M.. E.S.T.
BIG BARGAINS IN USED CARSI
The sensational success of Dodge Fluid Drive has brought
us a wide assortment of wonderful used car values,
late model Dodge and Plymouth... and all popular
makes, all body types at attractive prices.

PHONE 124-W

1941

LUXURY LINER
•FIUID DRIVE OPTIONAL AT SLIGHT EXTRA COST

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.

PARK STREET

YOU
ADD THE
WATER — DON’T BLY CHEAP
BLEACHING COMPOUNDS
AND PAY FOR WATER.

COTE’S
MAGIC WATER
Is Full Strength.
It Costs a
Little More but It Is Concentrat
ed and Therefore Goes Further.
Full 32-ounre Bottle.

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haul, Swan’s
Island and Frenrhboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island. Ar. 6.00
6.34 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 4.40
Ar. 3.30
7.34 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
8.34 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30
9.34 Ar. Rockland,

119-tl

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.34 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

Wonder why the slang phrase Add milk and butter and blend.
"cold turkey" ever came to mean Pour into tart shells. Sprinkle
something difficult to solve? It chopped ginger over tops. Bake ;n
a hot oven <450 degrees F ) 10
does with salesmen you know, but j
minutes, then decrease heat to
not with housekeepers. Those tat- j moderate <325 degrees F.) and bake
tered remnants and the majestic 20 minutes longer, or until firm.
skeleter are just so many hidden
MENU
•
Breakfast
assets to the "little woman.”
Chilled Pineapple Juice and
Cold sliced turkey arranged on
Tetley Concentrated Orange Juice
a platter with tender pink slices
Broiled Sausages
of cold ham as “extender" with
Scrambled Eggs
fluffy mashed potato and leftover
Corn Bread
cranberry sauce are our idea of
Christmas Jam
the best meal ever. If there’s
Coffee
smoked hickory salt to sprinkle
Sunday
Dinner
over the cold turkey and ham, bet
Cream
of
Onion
Soup
ter still. Or slivers of cold turkey
Hamburg Roast
broiled with some of the leftover
Baked Potatoes
dressing in cornucopias of cold
Frosted
Lima
Beans
ham and served with melted cur
rant jelly sauce to which grated Molded Celery and Pineapple Salad
•Spiced Orange Slices
orange rind and lemon Juice and a
•Apricot Rice Whip
touch of mustard have been add
ed, are epicurean treats. Hot corn
bread with this one perhaps. The
leftover turnip and mashed potato,
blended and made into cakes to be
sauteed in butter, belong around
the platter.
Or, serve curried turkey with
wild rice, creamed turkey with but
tered egg noodles or creamed tur
key served on the canned shoe
string potatoes; turkey a la King
in a noodle ring. Then finally
that tureen of turkey soup with a
fleck of thyme, imarjoram. celery
salt and a hint of curry for sea
soning, perhaps sliced sweet pota
toes and green peas for the vege
table addition to the stew, toasted
English muffins and a mixed
green salad to complete the meal.
Who said leftovers were dull or a
problem child.
Mincemeat
Fudge
Squares—
Three-fourths cup sifted cake flour,
*j teaspoon salt, ’,4 cup Land O'
Lakes Butter, 1 cup sugar. 2 eggs,
’j cup Friend's Mincemeat, H cup
nutmeats, 1 teaspoon vanilla, l'i
ounces bitter chocolate, melted.
Sift together the flour and salt.
Cream the butter and add sugar
gradually, creaming thoroughly.
Add the eggs one at a time, beat
ing until fluffy after addition of
each. Add the remaining ingredi
ents, folding in the flour and salt
last. Pour into a shallow greased
pan (8 x 12) the bottom of which
is lined with waxed paper, and
bake in a moderate oven <350 de
grees F.) 30-35 minutes. Turn out
on waxed paper and cut while hot
into small squares like fudge.
Sprinkle with powdered sugar.
Hot Turkey Mousse—Three table
spoons flour, 1 cup milk, salt and
pepper, 114 cups turkey shreds, *4
cup finely diced cooked Morrell
ham, *4 cup soft bread crumbs, 2
eggs 3 tablespoons butter.
Melt butter and add the flour;
mix well. Add milk and season
with salt and pepper. Cook, stir
ring constantly until thick. Cool
slightly. Combine the turkey and
ham with tlie soft bread crumbs
Beat 2 eggs and add the cream
sauce; mix well. Combine sauce
and meat Pour into greased molds
and set in pan in warm water.
Bake in a moderate oven <350 de
grees F.) 45 minutes, or until in
serted knife comes out clean.
Serves four.
Spiced Orange Slices—Five large
seedless oranges, cut in *4 -inch
slices <peel left on), 2 sticks cinna
mon <3 inches long), 1 tablespoon
whole cloves. 4 cups sugar, 1 cup
vinegar.
Cover orange slices with water
and bring to a boil, simmer, cov
ered, about 1*4 hours or until ten
der; drain. Tie spices in cheesedoth; drop into sugar and vine:ar; boil five minutes. Add orange
dices, about half at a time; cover
ind cock gently half an hour, c.r
mtil clear, removing slices careully after each cooking.
Let
dices stand in syrup overnight or
3 hours. In morning, drain, cook
iyrup until thick. Add orange
llces. bring to a boil, then trans
fer carefully to sterilized Jars. seal.
Makes about 3 pints.
Apricot Rice Whip—One-fourth
cup strawberry Jelly, 12 canned
apricot halves, drained, 1 cup
canned apricot juice and water, "4
;up heavy cream, 1 cup cooked rice.
Melt Jelly over low flame and
add apricots. 'Cook until glazed,
turning occasionally. Remove apri
cots. Add apricot Juice and water
to Jelly and cook about one min
ute. Chill.
Whip cream until
thick but not stiff. Fold lightly
into rice. Place apricot syrup in
sherbet glasses, then fill with ricecream mixture, and garnish with
apricots. Serves four.
Ginger Pumpkin Tarts — Onehalf cup sugar, 14 teaspoon salt, '4
teaspoon ginger, 1 teaspoon cinna
mon, 14 teaspoon cloves, 1 cup
canned pumpkin. 3 tablespoons
3rer Rabbit Molasses. 2 eggs. 2
cups milk, 3 tablespoons melted
butter. 2 tablespoons chopped can
died ginger, pastry for 8 deep tarts.
Mix sugar with salt and spices
and stir in pumpkin Stir in the
molasses and eggs and beat well.

Supper

• Hot1 Turkey Mousse
Hot Raised Rolls
Tossed Green Salad
.
Relishes
•Ginger Pumpkin Tarts
Coffee
•Recipes given.

THE LYRIC MUSE

Publication Limited to Brief
Poems

of Original Composition
By Subscribers
IN MEMORIAM
TO ROZE
Farewell. Boze and a bon voyage
As you sail Irom our earthly shore.
From retirement here with us
To the port of Forevermore.
In The Courier, dear old friend.
Your presence so prized we miss.
Of the happy and good old times
No more will you reminisce.
"Tenant's Harbor Days" memories keen
For us you will no more write,
Of events and the things you knew.
Of the people long passed from sight
With your "Dad ' whom you honored,
loved
Here below to your peaceful end
Now you talk In the land above
And with many an old time friend.
And this be your pleasure there
In eternity's blissful sphere
Recollections of youthful day*
In St. Oeorge by the seaside here
Allison M Watts

Jamaica. Vt

•

• • • •

WIBHINO
(For The Courier-Oazette|
Said a hollyhock to a nightingale.
Your song I d like to sing. Sir,
But I can’t bloom all up my stem
And cultivate a voice. Sir."
The nightingale trilled merrily
He flew down on the leaves
And watched the buds uncurling
In gentle morning breeze
He sang his song triumphantly
And this la what he said:
The poet has his melodv In
Words all musically flowing."
And flowers tell their matins
In fragrant blosaoms' rapture.
The streams sing as they wind
Through valley, wood and pasture
All nature has her song to sing
And flowers are full of rhythm;
They comfort tortured human hearts
That’s the perfection of their art.
Waste no thought In wishing
'Twould look a bit like Ashing
For compliments, dear hollyhock.
Your beauty, height and ancient fame
Are worthy background for a name
And life Is sweeter where flowers blow
Bo watch your step and grow and grow
And cheer the world. It needs you ao.

K S. F

Rockland.

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS

neotfi tropical skies

divaito «|ou
..

Miami awaits you I Bask in the

■unshine of golden days and the

cooling breezes of starry nights.
A COMPLETE vacation is yours
— at El Comodoro Hotel, easily
accessible to all activities Rates
are from 12 50 single to $4.00

double Attractive season rates

250 newly redecorated rooms

with bath Our air cooled coffee

•hop is famous for its fine,

moderately pneed food

Popular

Cocktail Lounge.
t’U.r pBraoasI Dirtfl...
JOSEPH H ADAMS MANAGES

S. W FttST SHUT AT If C OND AV|

)ONN TNI VIAS

SOUND

WASTE DISPOSAL
SERVICE
All Waste. Rubbish. Etc.. Taken
Care Of. Prompt, Dependable
Service. General Trucking.
PHONE 8841

DICK'S SERVICE STATION
Main SL, Corner Winter
Next To Strand Theatre
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MARRIED COAST GUARDSMAN

Every-Other-Day

Sims in Bath.
On returning
The second episode show’s a fam
Thursday tney were accompanied
ily of the Old Testament, reading
by Rev. and Mrs. Sims who re
from the Holy Scripture the
The Comique is fortunate ln oo
zx zx «£. <O»
A A A A
Z\ A A A
mained overnight as thelr guests.
Nativity Theme Will Be prophecy of the coming of the
zx zx zx z\
| taining Columbia Pictures' latest
Mr, and Mrs. Robert Cain and
LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
Messiah.
The father will be
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
. contribution, “Arizona," starring
Presented At Rockport
son Robert of Camden were en
Correspondent
represented by Lester Shibles, son
Correspondent
Jean Arthur and William Holden,I
Baptist
Church
ftftftft
tertained on the holiday at the
by Carroll Richards, daughter,
ftftftft
being presented for the flrst and |
heme
of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Cain.
A beautiful White Christmas Mrs. Ralph Nelson, mother, Mrs.
Tel.
2229
only showing in Knox County. This
Tel. 190
Mr and Mrs. E. A. Champney service will be held in the Rock- Wilma Rhodes and baby, Judith
I mighty saga is the most thrilling
Mr and Mrs Maynard Oraffam
entertained on Christmas
Baptlst Cliu,ch next Sunday Rhodes.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle meets I outdoor drama since “Cimmaron " Tt i
entertained at dinner Christmas La>’ at Lne ,lcme °f Mrs Effie L. night at 7 o.cl<x.k There wil, be
The third episode shows the
Wednesday at 2 o'clock for work,1 is the breath-taking adventure story I
Day Mrs. Nellie R Ballard and Mrs. Salisbury.
I
pageant ,.At the MangerM and enunciation scene with Vera Eas
followed by a business meeting at of Arizona's birth of that glorious |
Lillian Perkins.
!
Olive Libby returns today the decorations and pageant set- ton as Mary and Althea Joyce as
5 o'clock and New Year's supper at era in American history when fearMrs. Mabel Withee spent ChristAngeles after spending j ting wU] add nluch
tbe falr the angel.
6. The supper chairman is M.s. less pioneers pushed back the lawThen comes the manger scene
mas at the home of Mr. and Mrs 1 ree acelts w!th 1,er sister. Miss The cburcb decorations in sparkSusie Newbert. president of the less frontiers to carve an empire out
Carrie Libby.
1
Circle.
[ of the sun-drenched desert and
Bertram Oardner in Rockland.
„ .
.
ling white and evergreens has with Mary the mother, and
Capt. and Mrs. Huse Richards been arranged by a ccnunttUe Charles Marston as Joseph, and
The Federated Circle met at the j plain.
Miss Fern Whitney, a teacher in
„
..
. ,
.
. entertained at a family dinner consisting of Mrs. Hazel Cain. Mrs. Helen Marston and Althea Joyce
home of Mrs William B. D. Orgy
Set in Tucson. Arizona, in 1830.
the schools at Livermore Fails, is
.. .
..
..
.
'
Party on Chris'tmas Day, their Lina Joyce, Mrs. Mabelle Crone,
Tuesday at 2 o'clock. This being when that frontier city was a walled
spending the hclidav recess with i
,,
. ..
„ .
,
..
•
............
..
guests
being
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Th? fifth scene shows thc Shep
the last meeting of the year, an- J fortress, protecting its inhabitants
Arthur K. Walker and Rev. and
her parents. Mr. and Mrs William
Eerry and children Gladys and Mis C. V. Overman.
herds on the hillside when the annual reports will be given and the , from the murderous onslaught of
Ralph, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Berry
Ttie pageant was written bv Mrs.1 «e!a aPPearel to them. Harold Page,
activities of the year will be sum- untamed Apaches, "Arizona" traces
Carl Eaton Ls at home frem the and son Daniel. Mr and Mrs. Leo Overman, who is a graduate of William Whitney, and Kenneth
marized. All members are urged not only the colorful character of
Westover Flying Field for a ten- Revard and son Leo, Mr. and Mrs. Oordon College of Theology and Marston will represent the shepto attend.
: that turbulent era of America tn the
day leave of absence He —wi.l
™ —
- • Lawrence Richards and son Robert,' NIissions ls a t-ained director of herds with Gladys Quimby as the
reMrs. Annie Burkhardt of Allen- making, but the volcanic wars which
tum Monday.
Mr and Mrs. Raymond Henderson Re!iglcus Education, an ordained messenger of good news.
town, Penna., a former resident of' raged with "Arizona" as the prize.
Schools will re-open Monday all of Camden and Mr. and Mrs., mlnister and has hdd a pastorate I Finally comes the adoration of
Thomaston, is in town visiting va- ‘ wars between settlers and Indians
after Christmas recess, but there Roland Richards anddaughters,' in thig
state
has
wn.ltten the wise men with Frederick Richrious friends until after the New ! for the right to live, wars between
will be no sessions on Wednesday Carolyn and Doris.
I directed
andproduced
many ards- Frederick Quimby and MayYear. She is at present guest of killers and civilization builders for
Ruisell Gist and Bride
due
to
the
holiday.
With
the
bej
Delmont
Ballard,
an
instructor
1
pageants
and
p
i
ays
ln
varlous
nard Ingraham enacting this part,
Miss Leila Clark.
the right to flourish, wars between
MLss Frances E Hatch, daughter a shipmate of the groom.
ginning ot the term, Earle Achorn. at Boston University, will spend churchesand school..
The pageant Ttle presentation of gifts to the
Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert the North and the South for the
Mrs Obt graduated from Rock- a Rockport boy who has been teach-| the weekend with his brother-in- being produced on Sunday night Christ Child will be made as
passed Christmas in Millinocket, right to rule . . and against the oi Mr. and Mrs Forrest Hatch of
guests of Mrs. Newbert’s parents. rlch background of these ever- Pleasant street. Rockland, and Ru- land High School ln 1938 and flt- ing in the Searsport schoob, will | law, and sister. Mr and Mrs. May- was used for the first time in Bath , lbe light of giving with Mrs. Lillian
(hp delightflIj
Gl5t of the u 8 Coast Guard tended Ballard Business School. I beecme principal of the departmen- nard Oraffam
in 1935 with very great success. It Clough bearing the light. Tlie pagMr. and Mrs. Arthur Weed
present t irea .- is
.z c.
Klckapoo were married a. graduating in June this year. The tai’ grades succeeding Clayton] At the Baptist Church Sunday
is a series of six episodes, depict- j ean^ closes with the reading of
Mrs. Lilia Ames, Mrs. Blanche exciting story o. wc e
the home of Rev Dr Ouv WUson groom la a native of Chicago where Smith, who will Join the faculty of' morning Rev. C. V. Overman will
ing the King's birthday, and1 Scripture passages by scribes, Miss
Vose, Edgar Crawford, Edgar
white woman anwng a
io„
puf.^uy ntght The couple were he graduated from the Walters
the Rockland schools.
use as sermon subject "If Christ
showing the origin of the White Mildred Graffam and Mrs. Evelyn
Ames and Levi Clark were holiday
men, and das ng
er .
it c.e . attended by a lister of the bride High Schocl. He lias been in Const The annual business meeting of Had Not Come"; Church School Christmas service, telling the leg- Cunningham.
guests of Mr, and Mrs. Oscar
casual, eager swee. ear
... Miss Hester Hatch and Ypres Foley Ouard service 15 months.
the Baptist Church called for at noon. The evening service will end
the King of Cathay who! Lighting effects will add to the
Langer in Belfast
"Arizona" was brilliantly adapted
1
i
-----------------.
.
■
Thursday was postponed to next be a union service with all received on his birthday beautiful' effect of the setting and Mrs. Clara
Miss Dorothy Brennan returned to the screen from Clarence Bud
of the Maiden Chff Rebekahs will Thursday night at 7 o’clock on ac- ' churches in the community (in gifts of white, significant of the Lane, organist, will preside at the
yesterday to Washington. D. C., ington Kelland's Saturday Evening '
be held Monday night at 7 oclock count of the Church School con- vited, and will be in the form of love and devotion of his people.
organ.
after a week's visit at her home Post serial of the same name Play
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the
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charged oil Thursday at the wharf ]ho1^
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young armen dressed in white,
The
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Jatn„ „ Carleton
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Mr. and Mrs. William E. Whitney. University of Pennsylvania.
at each place was a favor in gay
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new management —adv.
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Christmas wrappings. Poinsettias
____________
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the
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Rcbert Richards and Evans DorLs Spear, Richard Whitney.
day to New York where she will ed a holiday family dinner in South lyn. N Y where Mrs Dean will
tmas in Pcrtland.
Orant returned Friday to the Judith Rhodes.
spend the Winter.
i Hope at the home of Charles ; visit her sLster, Mrs Maynard S
Hoobs
returned Wed CCC Camp at Bridgton after a
This was followed by a pageant
Mrs. Edward Andrews and sons punbar.
Keller and Miss Heald will sp^ud
Paul and Edward of Plainfield, Vt.
Thp community Christmas tree at a few days with Mrs. Oregory L nesday to Boston, after spending few days visit at their homes here. "The Christmas Story Hour" with
Among the boys frem Ft. Mc MLss Alice Miller taking the part
have been guests the past week of thp church was preceded by a Gill iJune Cotei. They will re- Christmas with his parents. Mr.
ar.d Mrs. J. Crosby Hobbs.
Kinley who were home for Christ- cf the mother, Dora Lord repre
Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Andrews, and pageant gjven by the Rod^me and 'urn Sunday night.
Ml
Jenn.e Yates, employed in mas were Rodney Morse, Melville senting the Spirit cf Interpreta
Mrs. Ward Oraftcn.
West Rocltport school children unMiss Ruth Darnery cf Boston Is
spent the hoUdays in Welt, Ralph Foster and Francis tion, and Rev. Charles R. Sims of
Mrs. Gleason Cogan entertained
direction of the music teacher, spending a few days with her Por;
Wentworth.
Bath as Santa Claus. Mr. Sims
Thursday night in honor of Miss Mrs. Winola Cooper. She was as- parents. Mr. and Mrs Richard town.
Dorothy Brennan of Washington. J
Miss Hazel Crocker is spending
Rev. and Mrs. C. Vaughn Over- aloO as Santa Claus distributed
sisted bv the locsl teachers Nlrs. Darnery.
;
D. C.. who
who has
has been
been spending
spending the
uie j Ma
’ Carr and Miss Inez RioAt the Community Hospital 2
ln
York, where she is man spent Christmas with her (gifts from a beautifully decorated
parents. Rev. and Mrs. Charles R. Christmas tree to the members of
past week at the Cogan home. The
furnished by an en. Mrs. Everett Jameson is a medical
of her aunt
The exciting but short-lived romance between Clark Gable and Hedy
Ora Brown, Jr„ is visiting his
"
... —: the School.
invited guests were Miss Jean Wat- semblp inciuding Mrs. Bernice | patient; Mrs. Helen Oray has reLamarr in “Boom Town” is continued in their new co-starring picture,
Mrs.
Merchant
gowned
also
in
a
I
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Overman
presentbrother,
Curtis
in
New
York
who
son and Miss Daisy Upham of Au- (vioUn
Kellar sax. turned from the Knox Hospital and
“Comrade X." In tbe new comedy-drama. Gable is seen as an American
gusta. Miss Marion Miller of Orono, I'ophone, Hazel Nutt flute, Carolyn is a patient here, and Mrs. Ivan will leave shortly for the Philip plum dress and pink roses. The ed to tlie Church a beautiful pic- newspaper correspondent in Russia, and Miss I.amarr as a feminine street
pines.
bride's
mother
wore
a
black
and
ture
Christ
at
Gethsamanee,
”
Miss Ethel Upham, Miss Edna Andrews piccolo, and Mrs. Gladys Young ar.d child returned Wed
car driver, who share a series of uproarious adveniures.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew K. Willey white ensemble and pink roses.
Rev, Mr. Overman making the
Ames, Mrs. William Orafton and
Keller piano.. Following the tree, nesday to Lincolnville.
A small reception, at which time prrentaticn speech and Arthur K.
Mrs. Lawrence Car.oll. Christmas
“The Irrevocable Past" will be of Hartford, Conn , were holiday
those who had worked in preparing
refreshments and bride's cake were Walker in behalf of the Church
guests
of
the
former's
parents,
Mr.
decorations were used and a happy
bags, marking gifts, Santa and tiie title of Rev. Weston P Hol
and Mrs. Pearl G Willey.
served, was held at the house.
presented to Mr. and Mrs. Overevening was spent at this renewal
others were entertained at the homc mans sermon. Sunday at 10 33
Miss Walsh for some time, was' man a picture “Tlie Last Supper’
of schoolday friendships.
8
7
b
3
4
5
I
1
of Mr. and Mrs. E. Stewart Orbe o'clock at the Methodist Church I'alzelMYiilxh.
kindergarten
teacher
and
until
her
and
an
easy
chair,
Arthur Risteen left yesterday for
ton. who have charge of arrange Music will be under the direction
A very lovely, yet quiet wedding
Norfolk, Va., called for active duty
II
IO
of Mrs. Alfred Wilman. Bible took place Friday night at 8 o'clock marriage was teaching the fourth
ments for this annual affair.
Bernadine and Marion, popular
grade ai the Elm street school Mr
in the Naval Communication Re
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Maxey were classes and church school at 1' 45 'u'"‘ ■x‘ " 11 ■' ■ ■ T,aIe ^‘ilsh, Qjjzp]! is employed at the Knox entertainers, will be at the New
16
ti
Ib
serves.
14
13
entertained Christmas Day at the under the supervision of Mit daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Charles Woolen Co. They will make their Hotel Rockland Cocktail Lounge
i
Serg. Richard Mcore has rehome of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stella McRae. Happy Hcur Serv E. Walsh and Oerald O Dalzell were home at 15 Rawson avenue.
beginning New Year’s night, Jan.
turned to Fort McKinley after
19
IB
17
ice will be held at 7 o'clock ard united in marriage, by her father,
Tolman.
1. 1941. The lounge is now under
spending three days here.
Song
Service
with
a
talk
by
the
at
the
Walsh
home
on
Pearl
stree*.
Daniel. Nancy and Elsie Andrews.
Bernadine and Marion, popular new management.—adv.
156-157
it 2i
24 2b
23
IO
In the Churches
Mr. and Mrs Sidney Andrews, Mr , pastor "Watch and Pray.' The solo The house was beautifully decorat entertainers, will be at the New
St. James Catholic Church. Mass Margaret Andrews, sons Sidney, ist is Mrs Allen F Payson. Church ed with white gladiolas.
Hotel Rockland Cocktail Lounge
“Who knows it half, speaks much,
1
27
tb
The bride wore a plum crepe dress beginning New Year’s night, Jan.
at 9 a. m.
Clark and Walter, and Miss Carolyn Night Service will be held Thursand is always wrong: who knows
day
at
7
o'clock
in
the
vestry
and
with
talisman
roses
and
carired
her
St. John’s Church. At 9 a m. Holy were holiday guests ol Mr and Mrs.
1. 1941. The lounge Is now under It wholly. Inclines to act. and
ib
29
the usual choir rehearsal at the . grandmother's ivory bound prayer
Eucharist. The Christmas music Clarence Munsey in Rockland.
new management.—adv.
156-157 speaks seldom or late.'—Goethe
book. The couple was attended by
will be repeated.
Miss Florence West, who has been vestry. Friday night, 7.30 o'clock.
J
3>o 3l
34 35
32
A renearsal of the Degree Staff, Mr. and Mrs. Warren Merchant,
Federated
Church.
Sunday in Rockland for several weeks, has
School at 9 4a, morning service at returned home.
38
37
11, The subject of the sermon is
3b
Dorothy Keller, local 4-H Club
"SECOND CHORUS"
"Misgivings and Comforts.'' The leader. Carolyn Andrews county
40
M2
Ml
i9
Christmas music will be repeated. champion in - room improvement,
In the evening the topic is "Paul s and Daniel Andrews, another coun
M5
Last Testament." Epworth League ty champion, went Thursday to
MM
M3
meets at 6 o’clock for a program Orono where they spent the re
50
M4
cf hymn stories followed by the mainder of the week and competed
48
M7
Christinas tne. Tuesday at 11.33 in the State 4-H contests. They
there will be a Watch Night Service. were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
52
51
Baptist Church. Sunday School Henry Keller and Miss Arlene Kelat 9.45, morning service at 11. The !, ler, who returned home that. dav.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
subject cf the junior seimon is
12-Bristle (Bot.)
40-Darlings
1-Agreeable
“Counting Ycur Chickens" and for
14-Pronoun
42-Three-toed sloth
5-Calm
the regular morning seimon the
16-Spacious
43- Marsh
9- Earth (Fr.)
45- Tropical fruit (pi.) 21- Galloped
pastor has chosen the topic “Good
10- An apse
22- To wear away
46- An insect
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
12- Perched
News For You." Christian En
24- Hidden
47- More mature
13- 1 n a row
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
deavor meets at 6 o'clock. MLss Olive
25- Tardier
'5-Condensed moisture 49-Wants

THOMASTON

Comique Theatre

ROCKPORT

Yuletide Pageant

CAMDEN

STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE

I

Strand Midnight Show, New Year’s Eve

PARK THEATRE SUNDAY-MONDAY

r

WALDO THEATRE

—------------- !—!!
THE ANNUAL MEETING
OF TIIE THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK

Notice ls hereby given thnt the An
nual Meeting of the Stockholders nf
The Thomaston Natlonai Bank will
be held at thelr banking rooms on
Tuesdav. January 14, 1941. at 10 o'clock
A M.. 'for the purpose of llxlng the
number and electing a board of DI
lectors for the ensuing year and for
the transaction of any other business
that may legally come before them.
Per order.
HAROLD F. DANA.
Cashier.
Thomaston, Maine, Dec. 14, 1940
150-8-156

Sl'N.-MON.-Tl'ES.,
DEC. 29-30-31

17- Type measure
18- Saltpeter

19- Slx

M G. M. Presents

?O-Rude Russian wagon
!3-Navigated
)6-Worship

JEANETTE MacDONALD
NELSON EDDY
GEORGE SANDERS

“BITTERSWEET”
Also: Walt Disney’s
“GOOFY’S GLIDER"

Paulette Goddard and Fred Astaire, dancing stars of the new Para
mount swing comedy, “Second Chorus.” Featured in the gay story of
Anne Gwynne and Billv llalop (center) with thc Dead End Kids, melody and mirth are Artie Shaw and his band. Burgess Meredith and
Gabriel Dell. left. Bobby Jordan, Huntz Ilall and Bernard Punslcy in Charles Butlcrworth, Miss Goddard makes her flrst appearance as a
Universal's “Give Us Wings.”
dancer.

VERTICAL

1- Obtain
2- Conjunction
’8-ltalian' river
3- A fruit
’9-Niton (abbr.)
4- Girl’s name
10-Musical pipes
5- Walking sticks
:3-English pastoral
6- Musical dramas
poet
7- Bone (Latin)
I6-To make beloved
:8-Covered (with a dark 8- Cover
9- Domesticated
sticky substance
11-Cut
;9-And (Latin)

’7-Trap

in

Musical romance filmed entirely
in Technicolor!

51- Fastens
52- Lairs

30- A shoal
31- Penetrate
32- Cause sorrow to
33- Past the prime
34- Rests against
35- Prepare for publics
tion
37- Erects
38- To take a general
course
41-Near by
r
44-Pinch
46-Advertise ments
(abbr.)
48-3.1416
50-Half an em

Every-Other-Day
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Royalty Dines At The Copper Kettle

This And That

OCl ETY.

Former Nurse Here
Ella Mathews of Lincoln
ville Graduates As An
Airline’s Stewardess
Miss Eda Mathews. 25, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl K. Mathews
of Lincolnville, graduated this week

Rev. John Smith Lowe, who is at |
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Wixson
of Winslow were dinner guests tire Pratt Diagnostic Institute. Ben- j
Christmas Day cf Mr. and Mrs. nett street, Boston is improving.
Carroll M. Wixson, Warren street.
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday
Mrs. Alvin Walters cf Law y '5 with Mrs. Ella Bird on Spring
caring for her mother, Mr;. Ll'.la 1 street.
Blood, who is ill.
W. A. Kennedy gave a fam- !
Rev. and Mrs. J. Wesley £1"; :t |i.y dinner party Christmas Day,
and son John have returned la and present were Mr. and Mrs.
Cape Neddick after being guc tr, tf P.ancis E. Havener, son Richard
Mrs. Stuart's parents, Mr. and 11..- K. Havener and daughters Norma,
, Margaret and Beverly, and Mr.
Earl Chaples.
and Mrs. Maurice B Kennedy and
Mrs. Euretta Annatoyne received daughter Dorothy and son Ray
two long distance telephone calls mond.
Christmas Eve.
Her grandson,
Mrs. James W. Merrill of Frye
Harold Mackin, was married in
New York city, and at the close of burg was guest Monday of her
the ceremony Mrs. Annatoyne was mother, Mrs. C. E. Rollins, and on
one of the first to congratulate the return Tuesday was accompanied
bride and groom, and talked witli by Mrs. Rollins, who spent Christ
the other members of the wedding mas as her Jfuest.
party. Immediately following this
Miss Laura Tolman of Winches
happy conversation, another call
came, from her son and family in ter, Mass., is the guest of M;S. Fred
Collamore,
Grand Kapids, Mich.

By K. S. F.
Alas, only a few left of the pic
turesque covered bridges in Mew
Hampshire and Vermont. They
were mostly too narrow or too low
for trucks. Floods also have some
bearing on the loss, for when new
I bridges are erected they never
j build them with the covering. In
Vermont alone before 1927 they
had 6C0 of them. Now only 168
I exist, yet in some places they are
| repairing them when they were
built of good breadth and New
! Hampshire takes just pride in
' keeping them in repair for they
are a feature of New England that i
I draws many motorists to this part
i of the country.

Ella Mathews «:f Lincolnville
Visitor (speaking of the family s
youngest!: "He lias hts mother's
from American Airlines Stewardess
I eyes.'*
Miss Ethel Smalley returns to
Training
School. She is now flying
Mr. and Mr.'.. Elmer Decrow, Jr.
Mother: “Yes, and his father's
j between New York, where she is
of Bar Harbor were holiday guests Washington, D. C .tomorrow after
nose and chin."
of Mrs. Decrow's parents, Mr. and spending Christmas week at her
Front row, left to right: Mrs. Lois Hart, Elizabeth Pitcher, Pauline King. Mary Hatch, Janet Ryder, Mrs. Priscilla Esancv, Kathleen Anderson
Little brother; "And he's got my based, and Chicago.
A native of Lincolnville, where
Mrs. Louis Cook. They weie ac Rockland home
Norma MaeEdwards. Mrs, Lolita Drinkwater. Second row: Nancy Hobbs, Lucy Dickens, Phyllis Packard. Mary Bryant, Winona (lay, Dorolhy pants on."
—Photo by Cullen.
Mitchell, Thelma Hendrick, Gwendolyn McKay.
she was born Feb. 3, 1915, Miss
companied by Miss Celia Crowley,
• • • •
Serg. MaJ. Clayton F. Stewart of
who spent the day with hrr par
A motorist saw a farmer tilling Mathews received her nurse's
Queens and ladies-in-waitir.g of for the participants of carnivals Gay of Norridgewock, all of 1938; lar.d. Miss Dorothy Drinkwater of
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley. Fort McKinley has been spend the Snow Bcwl carnivals of for- | held in Camden.
Miss Phyllis Packard, Miss Mary Camden. Miss Martha Anderson of | a rocky farm in Vermont and said training at Knox Hospital.
ing a few days' furlough with
During the seven weeks she was
mer years were entertained royally j Guests were Mrs. Priscilla Bates Hatch and Thelma Hendricks of Warren. Mrs. Edward Loffman of to him, "I can't for the life of me
Miss Dorothy Peterson and Mrs. his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
in training at American Airlines’
Thursday night, when President (Esancy, queen of 1936; Mrs. Lois Camden, Miss Pauline King of West Rockport, and the Misses see how you make money on a |
Owen Jchnston are the guests of Stewart, West Meadow road. Serg. and Mrs. Eugene C. Rich of Cam- [ Jacobs Hart, Mp. Lolita Knight
stewardess school at LaGuardia
Union and Miss Janet Ryder of Mildred Durkce and Nathalie farm like this "
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Peterson in Stewart lias re-enlisted for three
The workman locked up and | Field in New York City, Miss.
den were hosts for the Camden Drinkwater. Miss Dorothy Mitchell Brooks, all of 1939; and Miss Lucy Smith of Camden.
Bangor.
years of service in the regular
,. ...
The dates for the 1941 event was said,
"I aln t so ___
poor__
as you think Mathews learned the principles
r .
. cf
Outing Club at a dinner party I of Camden, Miss Gwendolyn Mc- Dickens of Camden. Miss Kathleen
army, and has a fine position of
T
aeronautics, radio meteorology, alrannounced,
and
wiU
be
Feb.
14-16
I
be.
I
don
t
ow-n
this
danged
,
„
.
.
.
j
Miss Harriet E, O’Brien cf State • Qffjce management. He has sev- served at the Copper Kettle. They Kay, all of 1937; Miss Nancy Anderson of Thomaston and Miss
ways traffic control, ticketing, food
Following
the
dinner,
the
guests
i
farm."
Norma
McEdwards
of
Union,
cf
the
were
assisted
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hobbs,
Miss
Mary
Bryant
and
| Teachers College in Danbury, eraj yOung mell under him, training
service, and company organization.
Alton Crone. This is an annual Miss Elizabeth Pitcher of Cam- 1940 carnival. Unable to attend and escorts attended thc Christmas I
Conn, is the guest of Mrs. A. L. them for office work.
Eleven other registered nurses
Lavender salts arc used to over
event, and serves as a get-together • den. and Mrs. Winona Robinson we:c Miss Agnes Knowles of Port- ball at Community Building.
Hall, Masonic street.
won their stewardess wings at tlie
come headaches arising from the
Norman Waldron returned yesgraduation ceremonies and are
long period, in air-raid shelters in
Mr. and Mrs. Alan L. Bird had terday to Manlius, N. Y. after
Whiter Damrosch. was a concert MRS. LLOYD E. CLARK
now based at various points
as guests at Christmas Day dinner spending Christmas with hls sister.
pianist and is active with her hus- J Death Thursday night claimed a England
' throughout the country which are
R
Mr. and Mr,. William T. White, E. I
Mildred Waldron, South Main
It is said that mastodans may ’serveU by American Airlines,
band in the Mannes Schocl. Their well known Rockland business wo
K. Leighton, Mrs Flora Folsom, street, and his brother, Harold
man. Mrs. Lloyd E. Clark, florist.
once
have been as numerous
son.
Leopold,,
together
with
LeoMrs. Charles M. KaLoch and Mrs Waldron and lamily, Holmes street.
The deceased was a patient in a New York state as deer are now MRS. JOSEPH C. INGRAHAM
L. B. Gilchrest of Thomaston.
_____
pold Oodowsky. Jr., son of the fahosplta, fo, six weeks dur.
Mrs. Margie i Sherer! Ingraham
-------Shakespeare Society will hold an
mous pianist, conducted experi- ing the Summer, and upon her recn<, has askPd th!s qu„ died Sunday. Dee. 22, following a
A letter frem Mrs. Eliza Plum-'
meeting Monday night at 7.30
ments which led to the invention 1 turn was apparently on the road ' tion:
short period of illness and suffermer former Rockland woman who ln the universalist vestry, fcr in
of the kcdachrome process in j to recovery. A relapse necessitated
Is
Chinese
tea
ever
flavored
with
mg that confined her to the bed.
now resides at 104 Seaver street, j vjted guests and Shakespeare
by Gladyt Si. Clair Heiitad
photography. He is still a con- her .eturn to tlie hcspital Dec. 17, | any flavors except jasmine?—W. F though rhe had been in failing
Roxburv, Mass., tells of a visit freni alumnae. Allston. Smith will be
sultar.t with the Eastman Kodak but was found to be beyond
A—The Chinese have teas health lor several years,
I her grand-daughter, Martha, who i guest reader, and Mrs. Nettie Bird
A newly designed reproducer thousatiis of rrcutdii-gs which Co., and also carries on a career medical aid. and returned heme scented with oleanders, gardenias. ! “he was bom ln Rockland March
has returned to Rockland after a pj-^t soloist.
operating on the photo-electric students ci Jolk mute, such as as a concert pianist as well as to spend her final hcurs.
peonies, and roses, but these are , 27- 1875. daughter of the late Fred
week's stay. The visiter made >
_____
cell principle is expected to tran- . Percy Graiigsr, John A. Lomax serving as associate director of i Prayers were offered at the Eur- rarely exported.
| and Ella (Rcbbins i Sherer. Her
many friends in Roxbury and atMiss Nancy Snow- entertained
| marriage to J. C. Ingraham took
| tended tlie basketball game played ' yesterday at her home on Summer scribe to durable modem discs the . and others have made over a period the Mannes Schocl. A daughter j pee parlors last night. Rev. Corof Mr. and Mrs. David Mannes— win H. Olds cfflciatlrg. The re- j Senator Vandenberg says, "Re- place ln Rockland Feb 21. i995.
by the Boston Y.M H.A. and Red i street, at a dessert bridge. Prizes music on highly perishable old of many years. Tunes and tnelocylinders
in
the
Library
of
Condies
of
remote
region
>
in
practically
Mrs. Richard Blew—Is a s-ulptor mains were taken to Boston for I ligion is a code of life. I lifts One child was born to them, a
Devils ci Union City, Penn. A were awarded to [Miss Ruth
every part ol the United States are and an author.
I
gress.
The
first
extensive
job
of
cremation at the Forest Hills cre men and women into a realization daughter who died in infancy.
dance followed. The Association j Thcmas and Miss Laura Pomeroy.
to be iou.it cn the recordings.
matory. The ashes will be interned that the spirit is more important
Mr ar.d Mrs. Ingraham passed
has lost but one game this season. Other guests were the Misses Doro | transcription was undertaken in
• • • •
SEA MUSIC
at Achorn cemetery.
than the flesh. It is the well several years of thelr married life
thy Sherman, Dorothy Frost, Doris - the Library's Division of Music in
There was no hint of music as we
Mrs. Clark was born in Orland. spring of mortality. It is thp key in various cities, away, but came
Dr. Dana S. Newman received Borgerson, Barbara Derry, Ruth
turned
Down
past the spruces through the Feb 13. 18C5. her maiden name be- to honor and integrity. It is the ’ to live on the West Mcadcw farm
Grainger,
celebrated
Australian
enter
the
United
States,
Vaslav
a happy surprise Thursday nlghtlRhodes of Springfield. Mass, Mapasture lands
.
twhen a group of friends gathered 1 rjon Ludwick. Catherine Rice and composer, pianist, and folk lore Nijinsky, at one time claimed the Down past the quiet maples as they lng Helen Woodbury. Her par- acknowledgment of God and cf j 29 years ago, and she was there
enthusiast, arrived at the Library most eminent male dancer ln the With autumn gold, before we reached ( cr-’-s were Herbert and Lottie the dependence of mortals upon Iw1nn death claimtd her. Thrcughat his home for a celebration of his \jary Dodge
with 200 or more cylinders from world, is now in Budapest. He was
the sands
. (Carleton) Woodbury, her father Higher Power which may be lg-1 cut her sickness she was given
birthday anniversary. He was the ,
_____
Tlie marshes seemed asleep; above the ,
insane 20
sea.
I being proprietor for a long time nored but never can be evaded It | every attention and care a devoted
recipient of gifts, among them some j Mrs. Louise Ncvelson, who has all parts cf the world. Tlie work 1 declared incurably
shaped flight of geese went
i„
Jokes. Mrs. Newman served lunch- j been the guest of her parents. Mr. accomplished thus far ls so sue- years ago, and has been confined A wedge
flying south.
of a hotel in Dover-Foxcroft, is the hcpe of humanity here and : husband could bestow
We
moved
through
golden
alienee
,
where
Mrs.
Clark
sper.t most of hereafter.
cessful
that
Library
officials
bei
in
various
sanitoria.
mostly
in
on to the guests, who were Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Berliawsky, will re
Mrs Ingraham was of a happy
wp
I lieve they have the answer to a ' Switzerland, since that time. He Aboveuntil
th'- tide .stood at the delta’s | her life. bef.'P* her marriage in
and Mrs. Everett Munsey, Mr. and turn to New York tomorrow.
unselfish disposition, a tireless
mouth.
"Wildwood Flowers." published by worker and always a faithful wife
| problem that ha3 long perplexed I is said to be recovering his reason
Atkinson July 7. 1909.
1 Mrs. B. C. Perry. Mr. and Mrs. Al
wp heard like sandals ln I
i
bert C. Peterson, Mr. and Mrs
Sunday night, the Senior Y. P them—hew to make aging, brittle. This item recalls to mind the de- And then
the wind.
Mrs. Cia;k came seven Lowell Mason in 1837 and introdiucd and kind neighbor.
Charles Rcse, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- C. U. had their annual Christmas fragile cylinders and discs usable , llghtful interview I had with Car®lealnln3 ®hingie and the years later to Rcxkland where Mr. to many music lovers in Rcckland
She Ls survived by her husband,
liam Rhodes of Springfield, Mass.1 party. At 6, they left for caroling and mere permanent.
, los Salzedo a few years ago and R.m of the water where the tide h»d ' C^aik was extensively engaged in by Jatnes Wight, beloved in memory, one sister, Mrs. Frank Simmons
thinned.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold C. Rogers. | visiting homes of the sick and
market gardening until 1925. Tlie was the first song used for public of Eveiett. and an uncle. John D.
Hew is it done, you ask? The the interesting things he told me The music whisper an adagio.
Miss Lucille Sandner and Ernest shut-ins. Arriving back at the new equipment installed in the Iof Nijinsky with whom he had A m7«ndsbknded
<he ”’Unie and coupl? then embarked in the florist concert singing ln American public | flher„ Q, Rockland
Keywcod.
Church at 7.30, they enjoyed their Library's Phcno-dupLicaticn Lab- ,
a ’oyal friendship over manj- Falling like allver on Vh< waiting business on a merit st sccle. but a schools. The date of the concert
Tlie many beautiful floral pieces
hands.
___________ _
I bex lunches and cocoa made by Mrs.
was August, 1828.
year
or
two
later
thty
bought
the
were
silent witnesses to the es eem
< oratory picks up the melodies from >'ears-Bv Haro’d Vinal In Christian
Bernadine and Marion, popular J Bowley, chaperone for the evening, j these old records without use of
Science Monitor
Olaentzel florbt business in tlie
ln
which
rhe was held. Funeral
• • • •
• • • •
The Army Air Corps is very fa
entertainers, will be at the New ; After a bag-bursting relay game. 1 a hard, heavy destructive point. I
review °T the first concert
Strand Theatre buildirg. and tneir
services were conducted Thursday
Who
heard
the
all-church
hymn
vorable
to
Maine,
having
enlisted
Hotel Rockland Cocktail Lcunge ’ the joke Christmas tree was held : and with reasonable high fidelity. by the National Association of
enlarged efforts provtd verv suc
afternoon frem Burpees parlors
beginning New Year’s night, Jan. with many startling surprises. It It is a light weight machine evolved , -American Composers and Conduc- service broadcast from the Mormon cessful. Shculder to shoulder they C3 Maine men to fill vacancies In with Dr. Guy Wilson cffl-lating.
1 1941 The lounge is now under ( provided plenty of embarrassing ex- from the photo-electric phono- tors catches my eye in interest, in Tabernacle in Salt Lake City* on gave to the business their undivid this Corps for duty at the new air Tlie becreis were J. S Gardner,
new management.-adv.
156-157 i pressions and side-splitting laughs. graph plek-up recently announced that the program included a group Sunday, Dec. 15? The program ed attention, working early and base at Westover Field at Chicopee, Milliam Byrnes. L. C. Blackingowed its inception to the 30-minute
Mass. They will become trained spe
____________
The meeting closed with the sington. and Frank Farrand. Inter
by the Philco Radio Company. of songs by Raymond Gram Swing, "Your Hymns ar.d Mine' series, re late. They sympathized with thc
cialists in the technical subject re
A special lot of Fall coats, both ing of "God Bless America," and
best
known
to
us
as
one
of
the
sorrows
of
others,
and
today
a
ment was at Achorn cemetery.
Elmer O. Thompson, of the Philco
leased on Monday evenings at
fur trimmed and plain, at sharply ' "Follow the Gleam." During the
lating to maintenance and operation
laboratories, designed the appara leading radio commentators. Mr. 10.30 o’clock, the broadcasts being bereaved family finds that sym
of aircraft and their accessories, and
reduced prices have been received ] short business meeting, it was voted
Swing also provided texts to his
pathy returned in full measure.
presented by about 12 religious
at Lucien K. Green & Son and to wire flowers to Dr. Lowe who is tus after two months’ research. songs.
they may be sent to schools for spe
Mrs.
Clark
ls
survived
by
her
Burdell's Dress Shop. Odd Fellows ' under observation at Pratt Diag- The equipment becomes part of
denominations in rotation. Tlie.se
husband, one son—Lloyd E. Clark, cialized training in trades peculiar
Block, 1G School street, Rock.and. 10sl;C institute in Boston. Almon the sound laboratory which the
programs have been so enthusias
Jr., of Rochester, N. Y„ and a sis to aviation. Good chance for them
In
his
autobiography
nearing
1 | Cooper won the nomination for Library oi Congress is retting up
tically received. Station K3L was
ter (formerly Elizabeth Harring if desired.
completion. John McCormack is
•• ••
' "Santa."
Next Sunday another with funds from a $41,250 Carnegie
inspired to sponsor the preton of Dover-Foxcroft) whose
I movie will be shown during tlie Corporation grant. The Music Di said to give the "story" of how Christmas hymn service, for which
So 1503 men have been arslgnrd
present homc is in New Hampshire.
vision anticipates transcribing not Harold Har.ord’s sor.g, "I Hear You
I time allotted for a prcgram.
for lockout and protection of the
each of the leading denomina
Use Thit 3-PURPOSE Medicine
■J
only records already in the Archives Calling Me," helped bring him to tions was invited to present a vocal
•harbors, working ur.der captains of I
At the very flrst sniffle, sneeze, or sign
SATURDAY, DEC. 28
of Amer.can Folk Song, but also fame.
TENANT
’
S
HARBOR
ports,
watching
foreign
ships
ln
and
selection
in
keeping
with
the
usual
of a cold put Just a few drops of Vicks
• • • •
those
in
important
private
col

Rev. Byrd Springer will speak on out. The New York area alone was ! Va-tro-nol up each nostril. If used ln
practice. Emphasis was laid on
Sunday-Monday
Last Times Today
When Josef Hotmann was asked
tune. Va-tro-nol's stimulating action
lections.
Tne arebtaK contain
the universality of attraction the subject "Some Things We assigned 590 and *•'» Mr Boston
actually helps prevent many colds from
by the director ot tlie Town Hall's
developing.
toward the Supreme Being and on Should and Should Not Forget" at
concert department, to “open" the
Better understanding would be a . , . And remember this, when a head
the expression of good fellowship, the morning sendee Sunday. The
cold makes you miserable, or transient
endowment series this season, he
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
so the occasion was free from any adult choir of mixed voices will laudable idea for the world of congestion "fills up" nose at night,
accepted, with this comment: "I
furnish
special
music.
Sunday
brotherhood
or
families
of
nations
spoils
slecp-3-purposcVa-tro-nol gives
competitive spirit among the
seem to be opening so many con
help as It (1) shrinks swollen
School follows at 1130. Pastor to cultivate. Really kindly hearts valuable
choirs.
To
accommodate
the
vari

membranes, < 2)
Cash Night, Come Collect $120
cert halls this year that I am
Springer
Is
teacher
of
the
Men's
what
thc
world
needs
to
head
is
relieves Irritation.
ous choirs, including their c/wn of
< 3 > helps flush out
beginning to think of myself as a
GENE AUTRY
153 voices, the Church of Jesus Class which meets at the pai unage countries today and bring closer nasal passages,
"RIDE TENDERFOOT, RIDF.”
sort of musical janitor!"
In
the
evening
the
subject
by
the
understanding
of
the
needs
of
each
clearing clogging VICKS ■
Christ of Latter-Day Saints off
Smiley Burnette, June Storey
• • • •
pastor will be "Facing the Future." and every one, not one trying to mucus. Enjoy thc
ered
the
use
of
their
tabernacle.
plus
relief lt brings.
VA TRO NOL
DorLs Doe. Metropolitan contral
Tlie ycung people's vested choir will overrule all.
“BOYS OF THE CITY’”
to. and her mother were victims Though designated a pre-Christ give selections with piano and
The East Side Kids
Metro Cddwyn Maytr's
l liVlJElTE DEMANDS
of a traffic accident a while ago mas program, the gesture cf in- .axophene accompaniment.
Australia has the right of it. They
Short Subjects
Children’s Matinee Monday, 10c
in Washington. Pa. However, after tcr-demoninational good will was
plan a rejuvenation of their rail
Cjenuine Cnqraved
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilfred
Keeper
of
I a few days in bed in a local hotel, given a wide latitude by including
Sun.-Mon., Dec. 29-30
roads and are to spend $8,000,000 to
Maiden,
Mass.,
spent
a
few
days
Tuesday-Wednesday
A KING VIDOR Preductidfl w.tA
they were able to return to New a non-Christian organization and
GALA PREMIERE
SOAIAL
at Christmas time with her par make a llr.e Job of it. More money
CSCkfi
MUR
IVI
FIRST AND ONLY SHOWING
York by train. Miss Doe has by all awing each group to choose
should be spent on American rail
R0901KA BRESSART - ARDEN I
ents
Mr
and
Mrs.
Rcdney
Wiley
STATIONERY
IN KNOX COUNTY
many friends In Rcckland and its own theme, not necessarily cf Wallstcn district and Mr. and roads, too, and less cn things cf no
J Screen Play by Ben Hecht
centering it on Christmas. One
A reputation lor social correctness
Positively Two Days Only
other
Maine
places
due
to
Summer
real
moment
to
the
country,
and Charles 1-ederer
is not costly. You can stamp your
number was chanted by a Jewish Mrs F ed Hocper cf Martinsville.
• • • •
Clarence Budington Kelland’s
visits.
daily activities with the mark of
Maurice Simmons cf Wil’.ardhani
male group. Tlie Salvation Army,
Saturday Evening Post Serial
• • • •
A third of the country's shaving
| Dvtcrd by KING VIDOR
correctness by using GENUINE
in accordance with its tradition, left recently for Panama Canal soap bowls are made in good old
Mr.
Vinal
is
not
only
an
accom

ENGRAVED business cards and
The Most Riotous Love Comedy
Informals at this low price.
plished musician, but is deeply brought its street band. The en Zone, where he has been engaged Old Town. Tlie Brewer Mig. Co. lias
Since "Ninotchka"
SO paneled informals
musical. And being an “island tire group, accompanied by the as carpenter for several months.
moved over and do they perform
Jean Arthur
NOW PLAYING
W.lliam J Hastings spent Christ wonders in woodwork! They cer
organ and a large orchestra joined
50 envelopes to match
:
child,"
It
ls
only
natural
that
the
Wm. (Golden Boy) Holden
"DREAMING OUT LOUD”
in appropriate opening and clos mas with ills son Stirling Hastings tainly do. They also make paint
100 paneled visiting cards
| sea whispers music to him.
•xfc Ro<*"-'Pon’b°
NEWS
of Camden.
• • • •
ing
numbers.
brush
handles
by
thc
millions.
Pe

FOR
ONLY
with
Among American families en
TUESDAY, DEC. 31
nobscot County can mix manufac
Children's Matinee Wednesd’y 10c
LUM and ABNER
ncvclopedia Nlrht Cash Night
gaged in highly remunerative ac
Workman—Would you increase
turing very well with farming.
“MEN AGAINST TIIE SKY"
• • • •
INCLUDING
tivities Ls that of David Mannes, my wages? I was married yester
TODAY
Richard Dix, Wendy Barrie
THE PLATE!
! one of the well-loved figures in day.
Glamorized coffee containers are
hort Subjects
NWrf
RANGE BUSTERS
Doi.n. ol oth.r .ngrcmd Mdal
the last word in glass. One can see
"Sorry." said the foreman, "but
' New York’s musical life. Mannes,
DOUBLE TROUBLE”
o..d..
NEW YEAR’S EVE
the beauty in the hermetically scaled
j formerly a concert violinist and we are not responsible for acci
“TRAILING
MIDNIGHT SHOW
Postage Extra
Jars
and
the
particular
grind.
It
dents
outside
the
factory."
89$ l concert-master of the New York
TUESDAY, DEC. 31
also
has
a
hermetically
reseal
after
I
Symphony
Orchestra,
heads
the
2.00, G.30, 8.30
Open 11.00. Show 11.30
Week Days,
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
use; thus not one bit of the excel
3.00, 6.30, 8.30 ' Mannes Music School. Hls wile. COURIER-GAZETTE WANT AI)S
Sundays,
World Premiere
HOC KUAN
lent flavor is lost.
WORK WONDERS
Gala Pre-Release Showing
iMrs. Clara Mannes, sister of Dr.
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First and Only Showing in
Knox County
THIS THING CALLED LOVE"
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All Seats 40 Cents
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Every-Other-Day

The Grapes Of Wrath

•

STEAMBOAT DAYS

-

Called Year’s Best Picture
By Board of Review—
“The Great Dictator”
Second

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

——

“Ntw Brunswick.” a frequent visitor to this port in the eighties, was noteworthy for safety and comfort
rather than for speed. She was a fine looking boat, in her final rig and wound up as an excursion steamer in
Boston harbor. Photo courtesy “Society Preservation of New England Antiquities.”

"The Grapes of Wrath," based
on John Steinbeck's story of the
Joad family and its trek from the
Oklahoma dust bowl to California,
has been selected as the best mo
tion picture of 1940 by the National
Board of Review, an organization
which represents womens clubs
and civic organizations, it was an
nounced yesterday.
Charles Chaplin's “The Great
Dictator” was the board's second
choice, and "Of Mice and Men,”
another adaption of a Steinbeck
novel, was third.
The board chose "The Baker’s
Wife." a French film directed and
produced by Marcel Pagnol, as the
best foreign language picture, and
voted "The Fight for Life," a
United States Film Service pro
duction directed by Pare Lozentz,
as the year's finest documentary’
effort.
In contrast to 1939. when the
board's flrst choice of American
fllms was "The Confessions of a
Nazi Spy." this years selections
propably will be hailed by film
critics.
When "The Orapes of Wrath"
was released last January most
critics were agreed ln calling it
a screen masterpiece.
"For once in a long, long time
the screen has made electric contact with the abiding verities of
existence, and the result is a

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.

OWLS HEAD
[For The Courler-Oazette]

and Mrs. Charles Sterling at Peaks
Island.
to the keepers of Owl's
Miss N, H. Kinney was guest of
Bead Lighthouse.)
a staiwart roexy headland making a the Grant family at Cape Elizabeth
peaceful lee
To a harbor from the wrath of the over the holiday.
• • • •
ocean's angry sea;

On Its ragged slope a snow white
GREAT DUCK
tower ls seen
A beautiful setting against a lofty
The keepers at this station wish
background of green
to
extend their deepest sympathy
Many passing ships view the beauty
of Its height.
to Mr. and Mrs. Cheney of Seguin
They praise the worthy purpose of
Light Station in their recent loss.
Its brilliant Light
They yearn to land these humble
Darrell Mann has returned to the
folks to greet
On this headland of beauty, moulded Station from 10-days' leave, spent
complete.
at Spruce Head Mrs. Mann and
Owls Head the gateway to the Pen
daughter June accompanied Mr.
obscot.
Where pioneer days saw raging battle i Mann on his return, to spend the
fought
It survived the elements of time, and Christmas vacation at the Station.
lt stands today
A pedestal of beauty, overlooking our While on leave Mr. Mann attended
western Bay
the Spruce Head school Yuletide
Capt Walter Edgar Scott
Pageant which was enjoyed very
a • • a

(By Oliver Hamlin)
President Helen Neild of the La
dies’ Auxiliary has appointed the
following chairmen for the V.F.W
Auxiliary encampment, to be held
in Rockland June 20, 21. 22; Gen
eral chairman, Lora Boynton; regls
•ration, Ethel Leonard: houslne
Lenora Cusson; information. Edr.Hill;
memorial, Gladys ,Ham
lin; publicity. Helen Neild; parade.
I Edna Hill; benefit tickets. Helen
Neild.
All members of the Auxiliary are
urged to attend their next regular
meeting to serve on the encamp
ment committees.
There are several committees
which need lots of work at once.
"Let's make this the best encamp
ment ever ln Rockland," is thc slo
gan of the Auxiliary to Huntley-

encampment ln Rockland ln June.
• • • •
William Koster, manager of the
Sea View Garage, and Rhama Phil
brick of the Superior Gas Jr Oil
Co., presented to each employe a
full grown turkey for Christmas, in
cluding the editor of this column.
• • • •
A Joint meeting of the Post and
Auxiliary was held Monday night
with 29 presen*. A Christmas tret
bore presents for all. Sister Ellura
Hamlin won the prize offered by
members of the Post. The encamp
ment was the subject of the eve
ning. Buffet lunch was served and
a grand time was enjoyed.
• • • •
Sister Hilda Soumela is a patient
it Knox Hospital. A card, letter nr
1 personal call from every member
of the Post and Auxiliary is asked
by the commander and president.
Visitors are allowed each afternoon
and evening.
•
• • • •
Next regular meeting of the Post
will be Jan. 3. at 7.30 p. m.. Pay
your 1941 dues and receive the new
tab.
• • • •
Oliver Hamlin was invited to form
a Home Defense Corps in Water
ville Monday night. He gave the in
structions and the Corps will take in
members from now on. Members of
the famous 26th Division were pres
ent. This Corps will be one of the
largest in the State.
• • • •
Comrade Dave Pollock of South
Thomaston Is up and going, after
a brief sickness. Comrade Pollock
is on the committee of entertain
ment for the encampment. A live
wire ln this comrade when lt comes
to action.

Comrades Albert J. Brickley. Lau
the big "Pcnobscof of 1883 and elec
rence Hamlin and Charles Hill went
tric lights did not appear in the
to Boothbay Harbor with National
White House until 1890. Another
Deputy Chief of Staff Oliver Ham
much, the children taking their
PORTLAND HEAD
indication of the picture's date is
lin last week to organize a new Post,
parts excellently.
Happy New Year to all!
the position of the pilot house on
There were 21 new- members taken
James Freeman is on leave at his
On One Capacity Or another in Pe,ho hurricane
raised from its
The
Hilt
family
called
Sunday
on
in. National Chief of Staff Omar
J
the hurricane deck, raised trom i«
Mrs. Clyde Grant at Cape Eliza- home m J°nesboro.
nobscot waters. She substituted
original location on the saloon deck
B Ketchum gave an instructive talk.
beUi
| Come on, Andy, Edgar and LevJoseph Fisette was elected com
frequently on the Boston-Bangor
the °:d tlmers
meMrs E H Robinson of Broox- en?tt- get 5'our I*05 to work on mander. The name of the Post Is
line and at one time seemed des.
• • • •
lyn. N Y. arrived Tuesday to these lon« Winter ni«hu“Steamboat Days swings into
| Isaac Nathan Giles Post of BoothWhile on leave Mr. Mann had the
the sunset trail next week when it
;’pend thc hollda>- with hOT 5011
bay Harbor.
pleasure cf meeting Mr. and Mrs.
• • • •
~
starts on the "island" series, conMr, E E Rln. Bracy of Eagle Island Ught Sta
cerning itself with service particu- heart-shaking and engrossing moComrade
Andrew
Boynton has
tion picture," said Howard Barnes,
TYPEWRITERS
ney called on the Hilt family re- ition'
____
larly to Vinalhaven, a history that
returned
from
Togus
Hospital
after
AU Makes—Sales—Rentals
of the New York Herald Tribune. cently
j
This
station
wishes
all
the
Light, -'
'l'as had some hectic competition.
"'Grapes' is just about as good
ROCKLAND
Mr and Mrs W C. Dow were re- 'house and Coast Ouard men a treatment at that Institution. He
These articles have run one year and
TYPEWRITER CO.
is at Oliver Hamlin's farm. South
as any picture has a right to be." cent guests of the Sterling family. HaPP>' New Year.
71
Park street
a half to a day. with the present
Thomaston, convalescing for several
Tel. 297-W
Frank S. Nugent of “The New York
,
v
issue, number one having come out
Arthur Harlcw called on the
Free Typini Coarse
weeks before returning to his posi
Times." said. "If lt were any bet
NICE TO BE REMEMBERED
crowd at the Light Sunday.
July 1.1939. It will be three months
tion
at
the
Bath
Iron
Works.
ter. we just wouldn't believe our
In addition to the holiday greet
• • • •
more before “finis" is written, and
Bill Morrison of South Portland,
eyes."
ing cards and gifts acknowledged
nobody has yet guessed the steamer
home from U. of M. called WedEdward
J.
Roark,
father of the
What pleased the critics particu
in Tuesday and Thursday issues,
which is to sail out of the final
..
nesday on Jack Robinson.
...
... . _
_
. _
larly about 'Grapes' was the
. ..
_ . .
. the staff of The Courier-Gazette i Veterans' Tax Exemption Bill, was '
Mr. and Mrs. Rcbert Sterling Jr ,
.
.
issue of “Steamboat Days.”
J a speaker at the banquet held In I
WATER PIPES RENEWED
also received attractive Christmas
"courage" of Twentieth Century• • • •
of Portland were recent guests of
AND WIRED OUT
1 Auburn last week. Commander Al-;
Fox
in
presenting
in
all
its
grim

folders
from
Whitlock
s
Mill
Light
Work at the moment is well un
NEW SEWERS LAID
their parents at the Light. They
■ bert J. Brickley and Laurence Ham- '
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
derway on "Steamboat Lore of the ness the plight of California's mi were Joined by Jack Robinson and Station at Red Beach and from ! lin took part in both the banquet
PLUGGED
Penobscot" which is the name under gratory workers. Mr. Steinbeck'; friend Wednesday evening at a Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Fletcher of and the ball.
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
Matinicus Rock
which this material, re-edited, cor novel had aroused considerable re party in Portland.
• • • •
ANI) CEMENT WORK
rected. added to and subtracted sentment in California, and the
The Christmas Day festivities are
The next Department meeting will
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
book
was
banned
from
public
li

from, will appear in book form
j be held Jan. 28. in Waterville. Me.
over once again. The Sterlings were
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADb
Many pictures will be the same braries as “obscene and misleading guests Sunday of their son Robert
J All members frem District 6 are
Yet. the critics Jr. at a Christmas party. Christ, views used in these columns. Many propaganda.”
WORK WONDERS
1 asked to attend. A committee will
IEL. 1187-R. ROCKLAND. ME.
others will be different, and better, found Nunnally Johnson's scenario mas Day they were guests cf Mr.
be appointed to work on the State
received after the steamer con even tougher ar.d more authentic
han the original.
cerned, appeared
Fourth on the board's list of
The book will be printed on ex
cellent stock, well bound and gen ten best American fllms was "Oyr
erously illustrated. People cf this Town, an adaptation cf Thornton
day and age demand pictures and Wilder's play. Other selections, in
j more pictures, and in order to truly order of preference were “Fan
! visualize these boats which made tasia.” "The Long Voyage Home.”
Correspondent."
"The
, up the golden age of the Penobscot 'Foreign
3;scult
Eater.
”
“
Gone
With
the
each boat must be clearly pictured
and in some instances, more thin Wind’ and "Rebecca."
On the basis of popular appeal
' one picture will be necessary.
Tne book will be informal, though two polls were taken, one of the
i not to the extent of these articles Review C< i’,mittees of the uui.or.al
i No attempt will be made to produce ooard and the other of the Motion
pages of statistics. Comparisons Picture Councils membership, af
will be there cf course, but they will filiated with the board. Tiie choices
be presented from a human inter- of the reviewing comm fice. in or
. est angle. Every figure and datt der of ihe r ireference *'.re: "Re
( apt. George W. Sawyer of Belfast bids you “Good Morning.” Quiet given, will however, be as accura te becca.” "Gene With the Wind,"
and efficient always, (’apt. Sawyer ran as relief captain on “Camden," ! as careful re-checking can make it. “The Grapes of Wrath.” Tan"Belfast” and other ships of the Boston-Bangor Division for many years. Exceptional accuracy is made pos- .asia," "Pride and Prejudice.” "For
Two other masters of thr division survive, (apt. Alfred E. Rawley of ' sible by the weekly publication of eign Correspondent.” "The Oreat
Hampden Highlands, senior captain, and Captain Bert P. Wall of Camden,
Dictator." "All This and Heaven
who was the youngest master of record on the B. A B. Division when he installments in these columns which
permit corrections and additions, Too." "Abe Lincoln in Illinois’ and
received his master's papers at the age of 42.
'The Long Voyage Home.”
ever welcome, frem far and near
The choices of the Motion Pic
"Steamboat
Lore
of
the
Penob

tined to maintain a regular run and the searchlight and electric
ture Councils, that 'had not had
scot
’
is
still
several
mcnths
away
from Boston to Bar Harbor, but her , bulbs showing, that today's pictuic.
from launching, but lt is in frame if an opportunity to see "Fantasia'
lack cf speed proved the bar sinis- !| one of the famous Stebbins collec you please, ample building materials and "The Great Dictator,” in or
tion of the Society for the Preser
tcr. It was planned to continue the
vation of New England Antiquities, are at hand and thc work pro der of preference, were; "Rebecca.'
line with the fast "Lincoln" from
was made late in "New Brunswick's" gresses. When published, the cost "All This and Heaven Too.” "The
the Kennebec River, but some hitch
life, for the first Boston-Bangor ’ will be $3 per copy, according to Grapes of Wrath.” "Pride and
developed and the line was aband
Prejudice." 'Gone With the Wind,”
liner to have electric lighting was ( present estimates.
oned. not to be revived until several
-Knute Rockne All American,"
decades later.
"Abe Lincoln in Illinois.” “The
The “New Brunswick" docked at
Howards of Virginia." "Foreign
/.tlantic wliarf on most of her land
Correspondent" and "Young Tcm
ings here, along with "Valencia" and
Edison."
"Eilacia.” She was built and owned
Commendable performances were
by the International Steamboat
listed as fellows: Jane Bryan in
Company, which operated between
"We Are Not Alone"; Betty Field
Bcston. Portland, Maine ports, New
in "O Mice and Men”; Henry
Brunswick, and Nova Scotia. Al
Fonda in "Grapes of Wrath” and
ways lucky, “New Brunswick”
' Return of Frank James"; Joan
walked her moderate way through
Fontaine in "Rebecca"; Greer
many decades. In 1838 she hailed
Garson in "Pride and Prejudice";
frem New London. Conn., and finally
William Holden in "Our Tow-n,”
< r.dcd her days as an excursion
Vivien
Leigh in ‘Gone With the
s'ea rner in Boston Harbor.
Ward” and "Waterloo Bridge";
While "New Brunswick” always
Thomas Mitchell In "The Long
liad thc name of a slow boat, she
Voyage Home," Rialmu in “The
hardly looks the part, for today’s
Baker’s Wife”; Ralph Richardson
picture shows a rather trim locking
in "The Fugitive”; Flora Robson
side wheeler. She was 220.4 feet
and now people in State after State all across
in "We Are Nct Alone"; Ginger
long, carried only 31 lcet beam and
This is the stout little steamer “Virginia," Capt. W. E. Farmer, which, Rogers in "The Primrose Path";
the country are buying new Chevrolets for
drew 8 7 feet. This long narrow side
up to last July, made two round trips daily, Boothbay to Bath and way
wheel steamer should have been landings. "Virginia" has since been sold to Portland interests and her George Sanders in "Rebecca";
1941 with even greater eagerness and even
able to travel fast and the fact that place on the scenic river run taken by the large power cruiser "Dianne.” Martha Scott in “Our Town”;
James Stewart in "The Shop
she didn’t probably lies in her en- Photo by R. L. Graham.
greater enthusiasm • • • because they are fully
Around the Corner," and Conrad
son Arnold, Miss Constance Thomp her mother, Mrs. Lillian B'.cod who Veidt in "Escape."
No. 79
“New Brunswick” never actually
had a regular run out of Rockland
though for many years she filled in

gine, listed at only 400 horse power.
though methods of measuring tn
vogue in the sixties prevent adeQuate comparison
She came out in 1860. launched
at |
,
New York, though most of her life
sh( hailed from Portland lt is evl.
dent from the ownership line. Colonial Navigation Co. on her bow

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

Thank You-Americaf

OVER A MILLION
CHEVROLETS IN 1940

*11111 Jill

VYk'

GLEN COVE

Mrs. Mary Hall who has beeu
confined to her bed with a heart
ailment, is much improved
She
had as holiday guests her daughter
Miss Ada Hall of Boston and
granddaughter.
Miss
Maigaret
Stevens cf Bethel.
Mrs. Winnie Clinton is engaged
in nursing in Wiscasset.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Woodward of
Biddeford Pool passed Christinas
Day at Mr. and Mrs Thcmas Far
ley’s.
Mr. and Mrs. George Woodward
had as visitors Wednesday. Mr and
Mrs. Hervy Wass ot Muyliia-s and

convinced that with these new products

son and Philemon Wass of An
dover, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Sherer of
Rockville were callers Wednsday at
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Waldron's.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fuller were
bests the holiday to Mr. and Mrs.
William Fuller and Miss Clara
Fuller of Rockiand.

CUSHING
Ernest Nord of Port McKinley
visited in town Wednesday.
Mrs. Frederick Nord returned
iiome Wednesday frem Rockland
where for five weeks she cared for

ts iU.
Muscular, primitive man slink
Asa Curtis who has been ill is
ing through the forests in search
gaining slowly but remains con
of game, and chewing bones when
fined to the house.
he captured it, had the toothache.
The notion that our distant an
cestors, merely because they exer
SOUTH THOMASTON
Mr. and Mr.s. Oscar H. Emery of cised their molars by eating un
Bar Harbor, Oscar Emery, Jr., of cooked meat never suffered dental
Portland and Mr. and Mrs. Wood pain, is erroneous, according to Dr.
bury Brackett of Houlton were Wilton M. Krogman of Western
Christmas guests at the Bartlett Reserve university. “Toth decay
home. Telephone calls were made dates back some 50.000 years—to
to Omaha. Neb., and Mr. and Mrs. the Rhodesian man found in South
Bartlett wished their three daugh Africa," saidi Dr. Krogman, point
ters in that city a Merry Christ ing to defective teeth in an ape
mas.
like skull.

Chevrolet has widened still further its

value leadership in the industry!
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SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
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ROCKLAND,

TELEPHONE 1250

CARROLL’S GARAGE
THOMASTON, ME.
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UNION, ME.

